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This dissertation represents a study of wave-current interaction, surf-zone hydro¬

dynamics, and wave-induced three dimensional current pattern. Based on this study,
a quasi-three dimensional circulation model has been developed.

When waves propagate through a region with varying current, an instability in
wave heights has been observed in the tidal inlets. This fact is clarified by both
the surface action and energy transformation which arises due to the change in the

absolute frequency in the varying current field. Consequently, the varying current can

excite the wave field to lead the time variation of wave heights. Two new equations

governing the excitation of wave-current field are derived, and form the cornerstones
of this dissertation. These equations are termed here ‘wave action equation’ and ‘the
kinematic conservation of intrinsic angular frequency.’

Five representative wave models are used here; two hyperbolic types, two elliptic

types, and one parabolic type. At this moment, no single model has been proven

perfect or has clearly outperformed the others. The governing equation of each model
is derived from the mild slope equation of hyperbolic type, with varying degrees of

approximation.

IX



A simple surf zone model is presented. The model is based on the consideration
of wave energy balance and wave action conservation. It is noteworthy that wave

height, surface onshore current and surface longshore current across the surf zone are

presented in analytical forms for the two-dimensional gradually-sloped bottoms. This
surf zone model provides the surface current pattern of the vertical circulation model,
and consequently, significantly contributes to solving the three-dimensional current

pattern for the general topography.
A hydrodynamic model for the nearshore zone is developed by combining the cir¬

culation models and the five wave models; one wave model is selected from them ac¬

cording to the problem of interest. The model is based on the mathematical models of
wave-current interaction, and solved by using a fractional step method in conjunction
with the approximate factorization techniques leading to the implicit finite difference
schemes.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this dissertation is to present 1) a connected account of the mathe¬

matical theory of gravity waves and current motions in the nearshore region extending

into the surf zone where the effects of turbulence due to wave breaking become im¬

portant, and 2) a numerical model applicable to the nearshore zone.

Wave motion has been one of the more challenging problems among the hydrody¬

namic phenomena since it is basically unsteady and nonlinear. When waves interact

with currents, their interaction induces wave instability as often was observed near

entrances of tidal inlets and harbors. The effect is particularly pronounced when

incoming waves encounter strong opposing currents, producing unstable but nearly

group wave environment. This poses extremely hazardous navigation condition as can

be atested by the mariners. The very nature of the dynamic fluid motion also induces
active sediment transport creating unpredictable shoals and causing large nearshore

morphological changes. Thus, the problem of wave-current interaction in nearshore
zone has great engineering significance.

The common assumption that wave energy on a spactially nonuniform current

propagate with a constant velocity, which is equal to the vectoral sum of the current
and wave group velocity, is shown here to be incorrect. In fact, the excitation of
wave-current field has been observed near the region where waves meet a nonuniform

current, which might be initiated by shifting of wave frequency. Thus, the wave

motion slowly modulates in the presence of a nonuniform current which influences

the rate of wave energy transport. This slowing time varying wave energy transport

in turn affects the current fields. This interaction eventually could lead to instability

1
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as will be shown in this dissertation. Under such circumstance, large radiation stress

gradient appears. Under normal circumstance, the primary wave field is unable to

compensate for the effect; the excess wave energy radiates toward far field in the form
of progressive long waves. The radiation of the forced waves is made possible through
surface action, satisfying the surface boundary conditions. In surf zone, the excess

wave energy could be disspated due to turbulence, therefore, the flow field could be

steady as often observed. The excess radiation stress is balanced here by the wave

set-up and the wave-induced current such as the longshore, undertow, etc.

To solve the wave-current interaction problem two equations governing the dy¬

namics are to be satisfied, the wave action equation and the wave energy equation.

They are formally derived first. Another basic equation governing the wave kine¬
matics named here the conservation of intrinsic wave frequency is proposed. The

relationships between the newly derived equation and that of the traditional forms
are examined.

One of the main objectives of this dissertation is to construct a numerical model

that is able to reproduce the three-dimensional features of nearshore zone flow such
as surface onshore flow, undertow, longshore current, etc. In the past two decades, we

have witnessed remarkable progress in modeling nearshore hydrodynamics by numer¬

ical techniques. Commonly, the vertically averaged differential equations have been

employed to predict dynamics in coastal waters and shallow seas. This approach ap¬

pears to yield reasonable results in both circulation patterns and wave field beyond
the surf zone but fails to produce useful information inside the surf zone. This is be¬

cause of the highly three-dimensional flow structure within it. At present, the vertical
structure of the flow field inside the surf zone has been investigated only for simple

case of two-dimensional profiles. Most of the proposed surf zone models whether the-
oritical or numerical were also restricted to two-dimensional. The model developed

here allows for applications to more general three-dimensional topographies.
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The surf-zone problem is extremely difficult to formulate although it is a very

narrow zone on oceanic scale and may appear to be uncomplicated. In particular,

the wave breaking and the consequent turbulent flow are exceedingly complex pro¬

cesses to deal with theoretically. The current pattern in the this zone is certainly

three dimensional. The cross-shore component in the surf zone contains a shore¬

ward mass transport and an offshore-directed return flow. This circulation system

is considered to be the main cause of shore erosion and profile changes under storm

waves and of formation and maintenance. The longshore component is known to be

responsible for long term shoreline changes. Therefore, if one is interested in predict¬

ing nearshore morphological changes the hydrodynamic model must appropriately
describe this three-dimensional current features. Detailed description of the fluid

motion including the wave breaking phenomenon and the subsequent turbulent flow
field is clearly too complicated. The approach used here is to decompose the motion
into different time scales. The large scale motion such as the mean flow can then be

obtained by time averaging over smaller scale motions. In this manner, the effects of
small scale motions are retained in an integrated manner even though the small scale

motions can not be explicitly described. For example, the effects of turbulence on

wave motion are manifested by energy dissipation and the influence of wave motion

on mean flow is the residue flow, excess radiation stress, etc. The surf zone model

is then constructed by the applications of the three fundamental governing equations
derived in this dissertation.

1.1 Literature Review

1.1.1 Wave-Current Interaction Model

Wave-current interaction problems have interested a considerable number of math¬
ematicians beginning apparently with Longuet-Higgins and Stewart (1960-1961), and
Whitham (1962). Longuet-Higgins and Stewart (1960) introduced the concept of ra¬

diation stress against which the variation in wave energy corresponds to work done by



the current. This has been a singificant contribution to the advancement of coastal

science from both the theoretical and the practicial point of view. The concept of

radiation stress has become fundamental to modern the analysis of water waves in

nearshore region. Further notable contribution was made by Bretherton and Gar¬
rett (1969) who showed that wave energy flux is no longer conserved owing to the
nonlinear interaction of the radiation stress with the current and introduced the con¬

servative quantity called wave action. So far, the concept of wave energy flux balance
and the conservation of wave action are the primary tools for analyzing wave-current

interactions. The problems of wave-current interaction can generally be classified into

two categories; the wave field as affected by the presence of current and the current
field induced by the waves.

The literature concerning wave models is very extensive. The Boussinesq equation
which is based on the time-dependent, depth-integrated equations of conservation of

mass and momentum, for instance, has been applied to a number of practical engi¬

neering problems. The prediction of nearshore waves, however, took a new dimension
with the introduction of the mild slope equation by Berkhoff (1972) which is capa¬

ble of handling the combined effects of refraction and diffraction. The mild slope

equation is formulated by linear monochromatic waves in areas of moderate bottom
slope. Since then significant progress has been made in computational techniques as

well as model capabilities, notably by Radder (1979), Copeland (1985), Ebersole et
al. (1986), Yoo and O’Connor (1986a), and Dalrymple et al. (1989). The approach
based on the mild slope equation is presently preferred over the more comprehen¬

sive approach based on the Boussinesq equation since the former can be numerically
solved with faster and more efficient algorithms.

The combined refraction-diffraction effects of wave-current interaction were in¬

cluded by Booij (1981) and Kirby (1984), who derived wave equations by using vari¬
ational principle. Kirby (1984) made corrections to the equation of Booij (1981) so
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as to yield the wave energy equation suggested by Bretherton and Garrett (1969).
Ohnaka et al. (1988) extended the equation set of hyperbolic type suggested by

Copeland (1985) to wave-current interaction; Yoo and O’Connor (1986b) extended
their equation set of hyperbolic type; Kirby (1983) derived the elliptic and parabolic
wave equations; and more recently, Jeong (1990) applied the wave-current interac¬
tion to Ebersole’s model (1986). The main differences of these wave models are their

governing wave equations and the associated numerical methods. However, all wave

equations can be derived from the mild slope equation given by Kirby (1984), with

varying degrees of approximations.

1.1.2 Nearshore Circulation Model

The effort in nearshore circulation modeling can generally be broken down into

three related areas, namely, the cross-shore circulation and the long shore current

generation, both inside the surf zone and the circulation outside the surf zone. Efforts
of combining them, such as the present dissertation, are also appearing.

In the cross-shore surf zone modeling, the usual elements include the fixation of

breaking criterion, the energy decay rate across the surf zone, the wave set-up and
finally the cross-shore current patterns. Of the various breaking criteria proposed,
Miche’s criterion (1951) is still the most durable and widely used for its simplicity.
His model can also extended into the surf zone for energy decay simply assuming

the local wave height to be proportional to the local water depth. This assumption
has also been used extensively for the analytic approach to surf zone models. Le
Mehaute (1962) first suggested the physically appealing approach assuming that the
rate of energy dissipation in a breaking wave is the same as a propagating bore, and
similarly Battjes and Janssen (1978) developed a bore model inspired in the energetic

dissipation produced in a tidal bore. Mizuguchi (1980) introduced a two-parameter

eddy viscosity model which satisfies the two requirements for a stable wave height
in constant water depth and for an approximately constant ratio of wave height to
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water depth on plane beaches. The turbulence model was developed by Izumiya and

Horikawa (1984), based on the similarity law for the structure of turbulence induced
in wave breaking. Dally, Dean, and Dalrymple (1984) presented a wave decay model
that takes the wave reformation into consideration. They assumed that the dissipation

rate is simply proportional to the difference between the local energy flux and that
in the reformation zone, divided by the local water depth. The model also has two

empirical parameters. Their model has been widely used.
The vertical profile of cross-shore current pattern has been studied during the

past ten years for the simple two-dimensional case on the plane beach. Since the

postulation of the driving mechanism by Nielsen and Sorensen (1970), the analytical
treatment was first appeared by Dally (1980). Svensen (1984) proposed a theoreti¬

cal undertow model using the first order approximation technique in describing the

breaking waves, and Hansen and Svensen (1984) further considered the effect of the
bottom boundary layer in the undertow. More recently, as the study progresses, sev¬

eral ideas have been added. Okayasu et al. (1988) estimated undertow profiles based

on the assumed mean shear stress and eddy viscosity, and Yamashita and Tsuchiya

(1990) developed the numerical model which consists of surface and inner layers.
Wave-induced longshore currents within the nearshore zone may be generated

by a number of mechanisms including an oblique wave approaching the shoreline, a

longshore variations in wave breaking height, or the combination of the above. The
need for the development of an adequate theory for longshore currents has attracted
a large number of contributors since the pioneer paper of Putnam and Arthur (1945).
The theory for longshore currents by Longuet-Higgins (1970) was a rather elegant

analysis based on the concept of radiation stress. His model and the conept behind
it are widely accepted. Most of the later attempts were more or less modifications
on the orginal model. The longshore current profile has been proposed by a number
of investigators (de Vriend and Stive, 1987; Svensen and Lorenz, 1989); most of
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them assumed the profile to be equivalent to the logarithmic velocity profile found in

uniform steady stream flows.

Prediction of nearshore wave-induced currents beyond the surf zone has also ad-

vanved considerably since some of the earlier developments by Noda et al. (1974) and
Ebersole and Dalrymple (1979). Both of these earlier models were driven by a wave

refraction model but with no current feedback. More recently, Yoo and O’Connor

(1986b) developed a wave-induced circulation model based upon what could be clas¬
sified as a hyperbolic type wave equation; Yan (1987) and Winer (1988) developed
their interaction models based upon parabolic approximation of the wave equation.

The nearshore circulation, which was predicted by all models listed above, deals pri¬

marily with the vertically-averaged longshore current. Recently, however, de Vriend
and Stive (1987) improved the nearshore circulation model by a quasi-three dimen¬
sional approach, which employed a combined depth-integrated current model and a

vertical profile model. They introduced a primary and secondary profile for velocity
variation over depth and assumed the primary velocity profile to be the same in the
cross-shore and longshore direction. Svensen and Lorenz (1989) assumed that the

equations in the cross-shore and longshore directions could be decoupled and solved
the cross-shore and longshore motion independently of long coast with straight bot¬
tom contours.

1.2 Summary of Contents

It has already been stated that this dissertation presents a set of governing equa¬

tions for wave and current motions for incompressible fluids with a free surface. The

main force is the gravity but forces induced by turbulence due to wave breaking and
by bottom friction are also included where they become important such as in surf
zone and shallow water, respectively. A numerical model is then developed.

Chapter 2 gives an overview on the main structure of this nearshore hydrody¬
namic model and briefly introduces the governing equations and numerical schemes
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involved. In Chapter 3 the governing equations are derived with physical interpreta¬

tions on the phenomenon of wave-current interaction. It begins with a brief descrip¬
tion of basic wave characteristics and continues with the fundamental equations for

estimating energy and energy flux of flows of invicid and incompressible fluids. Two

dynamic equations governing wave energy transport and wave action conservation are

presented.

Chapter 4 derives the hyperbolic wave equation for the treatment of combined
wave refraction-diffraction. Based on this equation, five different versions of wave

equation suitable for numerical modeling are given as they have their own merit

depending upon the problems to be solved. In Chapter 5, the numerical methods
of the five types of mathematical models are described. These models are evaluated

through mutual comparisons using a number of bench mark cases.

The theory for wave transformation in the surf zone is introduced in Chapter 6
an analytical wave decay model is presented for the simple plane beach cases. The
solution is compared with experiments conducted by Horikawa and Kuo (1966). Based
on the proposed wave action equation and the wave decay model, analytic solutions for
surface currents in onshore and longshore directions are derived for the case of plane

beach. In Chapter 7, the cross-shore and longshore circulation model is established

by solving the time averaged mass and momentum equations. Finally, a quasi-3D
model is constructed by combining the horizontal circulation model and the vertical
circulation model.

In Chapter 8, The numerical scheme solving the quasi-3D model is breiefly pre¬

sented. The governing equations are solved implicitly using a fractional step method
in conjunction with the approximate factorization techniques. The equation of each
step is discretized by the finite volume scheme which yields more accurate and con¬

servative approximations than schemes based on finite differences. Examples of com¬

puted nearshore current patterns are presented to demonstrate the applicability of the
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model for typical situations through comparison with laboratory experimental data.

Chapter 9 concludes with the discussion of a few restricted problems overlooked by
the assumptions employed in the model.



CHAPTER 2
DESCRIPTION OF NEARSHORE HYDRODYNAMIC MODEL

In the present model, the wave model and circulation model can be combined or

separated through the control of the main program. Therefore, the model is basically

applicable to problems of shallow water wave propagation and nearshore cirlulations
driven by tides, wind and/or waves-induced radiation stress.

This chapter describes the nearshore hydrodynamic model for wave and current

field in the nearshore zone. The main model is the circulation model for comput¬

ing mean water surface and mean currents. The wave model is a sub-model used
to determine the radiation stress which is required in the circulation model as the

forcing mechanism. The wave model takes offshore wave conditions as input offshore
and propagates into nearshore zone while accounts for various nearshore processes

including shoaling, refraction, diffraction, reflection, and surf-zone wave breaking.
The basic wave model is developed for an irrotational flow field with steady mean

currents. Various modifications are incorporated to accommodate for breaking and

bottom friction effects. Figure 1 illustrates the main structure of the wave-induced
nearshore circulation model.

The governing equations for the nearshore circulation model are divided into three

major computational steps; 1) advection, 2) diffusion, and 3) propagation, according
to the fractional step method. Each time step is composed of x- and y-directional

computations by the alternating direction implicit method which speeds up the algo¬
rithm.

The wave field is affected by mean surface elevation and currents which are the

outputs of the circulation model. As mentioned earlier, five different wave models

10
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Figure 2.1: Structural overview of nearshore hydrodynamic model.
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are tested. They are categorized into 1) hyperbolic model I, 2) hyperbolic model II,

3) elliptic model I, 4) elliptic model II, and 5) parabolic model. At this moment,

no single model clearly outperforms the others. Therefore, the wave model should be
selected according to the problem of interest. Each of them is programmed separately

and can be chosen to couple with the circulation model.

The computational boundaries and the boundary conditions are automatically

specified by input depth data. Therefore, the model requires no adjustment from

run to run. Detailed description will be given in a separate operation manual. The

flooding and drying of beach face are also taken into account in a two-dimensioal

sense as will be explained later.

The following sections provide a brief description of each models and the com¬

putational methods. All mathematical symbols are to be defined later so that the
structural overview is more clearly illustrated.

2.1 Wave Models

Five representative types of wave models are coupled with the quasi-three dimen¬
sional circulation model. The main differences of the five models are their governing

wave equations and the associated numerical methods. Of the five wave models four
of them were selected from existing literature and one is developed by the author.

• Hyperbolic Model I (HM I):

• Hyperbolic Model II (HM II):

f+ (Csk + £/)vk + k.w+_^_
d ,a2

Vh ~ -^r^O1=0
*<7) + v-[(c9f + <] = °



• Elliptic Model I (EM I):

13

—iu){2U ■ V<¿ + ¿(V • U)} + (U • V)(C7 • V<¿) + (V • U)(U ■ V¿)
-V • (CCgVt) + (o2 -u2- k2CCg)<f> = 0

• Elliptic Model II (EM II):

V[(C9| + U)j] = 0
CCg-K2 - V • (CCgV-) - k2CCg- = 0

CT (JO

V x K = 0

• Parabolic Model (PM):

1 <9
<y{Cgx + u)~q^ + i(k0 - kx)(Cgx + u)A! + + w)]A' =

i d dA' udv dA!

Model Unknowns Numerical scheme

HM I ?/ and V<^ FDM on a staggered grid system

HM II a and K FDM on a staggered grid system

EM I complex <j> Combined Gragg’s method-FDM

EM II a, K and 6 Generalized Lax-Friedrich FDM

PM complex A' Crank-Nicholson FDM

The wave breaking model nested in to each wave model can be applied by replacing
the Cg-f3Cgb to the group velocity in a breaking zone, where /3 can be estimated by
the dimensionless wave height arriving to the shoreline on a uniform slope, and a

value between 1.1 to 1.4 is suggested depending on the slope, bed condition, etc.
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2.2 Circulation Models

2.2.1 Vertical Current Profile

A cross-shore circulation model is developed to account for the effect of vertically

nonuniform currents. Based upon theoretical solution of simple cases as well as lab¬

oratory measurements, the velocity profile may be approximated by a second order

parabola.

u = CX\Z/2 + CX2z' + CX3

V — Cy\Z'2 + CylZ + Cy3

where C\, C2 and C3 are determined in terms of discharge, Q, wave height, H, total

depth, h + rjc, turbulent-induced bottom shear stress, Ts,tb, and wind stress, tw as

follows:

CA =
Vc + h J

2e2 1
\ g dH TWx . T~Bx,tb

{16 dx p p

Cx2 =
Vc + h J

£* 1
Í g dH2 Twxl
[ 16 dx p J

CX3 =
Qx Cxi Cx2

Vc + h 3 2

CV1 =
Vc + h J

2£2 1
\ g h)H TWy . TBy,tb

[16 dy p p

Cy2 =
Vc + h \

1
Í 9 dH2
l 16 dy p J

Cy3 =
Qy CN

I

CD

Vc + h 3 2

where,

£*
= iV2|nor¡,|

Vc + h
TB,tb = Kluorbl'ytj

Nz
p V • (KH/k)

24(1 - 7)fo U> - Cg/Cgt)
F P V • (KH/k)

470l {P ~ Gg¡ Cgb)
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where |uor&| is defined as gH/2C.
2.2.2 Quasi-3D Model

The quasi-3D depth-varying circulation model is governed by the continuity and

momentum equations integrated over depth by parameterizing the vertical structure

of the currents. The model described herein may be considered as a approximation

to the full three-dimensional model.

The continuity equation

T?>-"
The x-directional modified momentum equation

BQ„
+ 8 J Qi_ + (h + nc)Txx] + » I OfO. + (A + qc)Txy]dt dx h + t]c dy h + rjc

1 dSr* IdS,
+— +

yx * . n^c TWx , TBx n+ g(h + T]c)- h = 0
ox p pp dx p dy

The ¡/-directional modified momentum equation

9~§f + rJift++*>r-iü+lh+
IdS.

+-
xy

p dx
1 dSyy / y - \df]c ^"Wy .+ —^ÜL + g{h + Vc)-z - +
P dy dy p

1 C

TSL = 0
p

where,

/Vc fVcudz, Qy =
~h J — h

vdz

sxy

Jyy

= E'[n(cos2 9 + 1) — i + 2cos0^-]2 u

= Syx = jE'[sin 6(cos $n + -£) + cos 0-^]0 o

= ¿/[«(sin2 0 + 1) — i + 2 sin 9^]
T =

c;2 cA'
45 + 12 + 6

4C¿

Lxy = T =
'^■Cx\Cy\ CxlCy2 CxlCy2 Cx2^'y\

“45 + 12 + 12 + 12

T —±yy
C*2 C'ylCv2

r T7T i
45 12

12
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As noted below, the bottom friction consists of turbulent shear stress at the

bottom, Ts~tb, and bottom friction due to viscous and streaming flows, tbJJ:

TB = TB,tb + TB,bf

= Fw|Uor6|Ü + Fc|«ori|(Ufl + Uíírm)

where Fw is the wave friction factor varying over the wave breaking zone as given

earier, while Fc is the current friction factor assumed constant here.

The lateral shear stress is added to the momentum equations as

n -P
du dv

£yfy+£yfa
The mixing length coefficient, ex, is assumed to be proportional to the distance
from the shoreline, |x|, multiplied by the shallow water phase speed as suggested

by Longuet-Higgins (1970).

It was suggested that a dimensionless constant Nx should be less than 0.016. The

y-directional mixing length coefficient, ey, is assumed to be a constant everywhere.
%

The main numerical technique follows that proposed by Rosenfeld et al. (1991)

for solving time-dependent, three-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes equations
in generalized coordinate systems. The governing equations are implicitly solved by

using a fractional step method in conjunction with the approximate factorization

techniques. The equation of each step is discretized by the finite volume scheme which

yields more accurate and conservative approximations than schemes based on finite
differences. The use of a finite-volume method allows one to handle arbitrary grids

and helps to avoid problems with metric singularities and non-conservative nature

that are usually associated with finite-difference methods.



CHAPTER 3
ENERGY PROPAGATION THROUGH VARYING CURRENT FIELD

A common property of waves is their ability to transport energy without the

need of any net material transport. In gravity waves, energy is propagated through
the fluid media via the oscillations of the potential and the kinetic energies. When

waves propagate through a region with currents, their energy is also transported by
the moving fluid. The general appearance of the waves including wave height, length
and period will also be altered. It is commonly observed that when the currents and
waves are in the same direction, waves are lengthened but with reduced wave heights.

Opposing currents, on the other hand, shorten the waves but with increased wave

heights. This latter situation is particularly hazardous for navigation. Moreover,
our recent field and laboratory wave measurements near an inlet entrance seemed to

indicate that waves could become unsteady, or modulated, in a nonuniform current

field. This unsteadiness is more pronounced if waves counter the current. Figure 3.1

shows the time histories of waves measured at offshore and near inlet in the laboratory

(from Wang et al., 1992). It can be seen that under ebb tidal conditions, the wave

field is heavily modulated. Figure 3.2 shows the changes in wave periods (estimated
from crest points) and wave heights under flood and ebb conditions. The reference
wave period and wave height are 1.03 sec and 3.36 cm, respectively, in the far field.
The phenomena described above have not been previously investigated.

In this chapter, two fundamental dynamic equations governing the behavior of
wave-current interactions are derived. They are known as the wave energy equation

17
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Flood Tide

Ebb Tide

Figure 3.1: Time histories measured at the offshore (upper) and inlet points (lower)
during flood tide and ebb tide.
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Wave Period Variation

Wave Height Variation
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Figure 3.2: Change in absolute frequencies and wave heights measured in physical
model.
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and the wave action equation. The wave energy equation has the final form of:

dE

dt
+ V* (Cg + Ü — —k)E

ÜJ

= 0

and the wave action equation that of

^ + V, • [Ü.B] = 0
where E and B represent the wave energy and wave action, respectively, defined as

E=ei“H\
8 cr 8 cr

These two equations differ from the commonly accepted forms such as presented in

Phillips’ monograph (1977). In there, the wave energy equation is given in terms of
E' = pgH2/8 as

dE'

dt
-f V/i • [(Cg -f Uji'J'j + Radiation Stress Term = 0

and in terms of B as

^ + V, • [(Cg + C)B] = 0
In Section 3.1, basic problem formulations and appropriate boundary conditions

are given. In Section 3.2, the depth-integrated wave energy equation is derived and the
exact forms of wave energy and wave energy flux are presented in wave-averaged quan¬

tities. Section 3.3 introduces the wave action equation and the conservation equation

of intrinsic frequency. It will be shown that the wave energy equation originates from

the conservation of energy whereas the wave action equation is derived from the free
surface boundary condtions. The relation between these two new equations and the
traditional forms, along with the differences, are also discussed in Section 3.4. These
two equations form the cornerstones of this dissertation upon which various specific
wave-current interaction models both inside and outside surf-zones are constructed

in later chapters.
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3.1 Governing Equations and Boundary Conditions

A velocity potential <f> is assumed to exist such that the water particle velocities
are given by V<¿> where V is the 3-dimensional differential operator

_ d. d. a
v_ dx1+ dy3 + dzk

The kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions to be satisfied at the free surface,

z = T], are, respectively, z = tj,

Vt + Vh<f> ■ S/hV - <f>z = 0

+ \W)2 + gz = C(t)

(3.1)

(3.2)

where C(t) may depend on f, but not on the space variables. We may take C(t) = 0
without any essential loss of generality. The subscripts t and z indicate the differen¬
tiations with respect to time and z-axis, respectively. is the horizontal differential

operators defined as

„ d dVa = -—\- —
ox ay

The cartesian coordinate system is used with origin at the still water level, x(x,y)
in the horizontal plane and z directed vertically upwards. The velocity vector,

U(u, v,w), is related to <f> by

u =
d(j)

v —

d<f> and w =
d<f>

dx' “ dy' ~ dz

The velocity potential and the free surface displacement are assumed to be com¬

posed of current and wave components.

<^(x, 2, t) — <^c(x, t, z) -f- £(j)w(x.) Z) f)

r/(x,t) = Tfe(x;t) + £T]w(x,t)

(3.3)

(3.4)

where £ is an undefined factor used to separate the current (such as tidal current,

wave-induced current, etc.) from the wave parts of the velocity potential. The \t,z'
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in the current part is used to recognize that <f>c and r¡c may vary slowly over time much

longer than the wave period and it could also accommodate small vertical variations

in currents. Equations (3.1) and (3.2) are then expanded in Taylor series to relate

the boundary conditions at the mean water level z = rjc,

[Vt + Vh<f> • VhT) - <¡>z]z=Vc + erju d_
dz

+ ••• = 0
Z=Vc

1 d 1
[<f>t + -jfy4>)2 + gz]z=vc + + 2^v^)2 + 9z)z=vc + • • • = o

Equations (3.3) and (3.4) are substituted into the above equations to give

[(Vc)t + Vfc^c • VhT]c]z=Vc +

e[(rjw)t + Vh<f>c ■ VhT}w + Vh<f>w ■ VhTJc - + Vu>^2M=r,c + • • • = 0 (3.5)

[(¿)« + 2 ^c)2 + 9Vc]z=ric + e[{<j>w)t + V<^c • V(f>w + g9w]z=Vc + • • • = 0 (3.6)
The above equations are separated for current and wave parts and then truncated to

retain only the significant terms:

(<^c)z = ^ + V^c • VhTlc (3.7)

9c = -;[(«. +g 1
(3.8)

(^ui)z = —■ + • vw. (3.9)
1 D<f>w

(3.10)Vw —
9 Dt

where D/Dt = d/dt + Vh<j>c • V&.

It should be noted here that the terms retained in the above set of equations are

not necessarily of the same order of magnitude for all general conditions. For instance,

the last term in Eq. (3.9) is, in general, a higher order term than the first two and

only becomes significant when wave diffraction occurs. The (<f>c)t term in Eq. (3.8),
as will be shown later, becomes significant only under counter current condition. For

slowly varying water depth, the wave part of the velocity potential may be written as

<f>w(x,z,t) = f(z)<j>w(x.,t) + Enon-propagating modes (3.11)
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where f(z) = cosh k(h + z)/ cosh k(h + tjc) is a slowly varying function of x, k is
a real value wave number and <f>w denotes the velocity potential at the mean water

level, termed as ‘surface potential.’ For progressive waves, the velocity potential and
the free surface displacement can be written in terms of the wave-averaged, slowly

varying quantities as

<f>w(x,z,t) = f(z)A(x; t)ie"p (3.12)

r)w(x,t) = a(x;t)e"i’ (3.13)

where a is commonly defined as wave amplitude. The phase function is defined as

iMK • x — Lot), where K is a wave number vector including the diffraction effects
owing to the retention of the 3rd term in Eq. (3.9), and lo is an absolute frequency.
All slowly varying quantities are given here as real numbers. The relation between a

and A can be established by the dynamic free surface boundary condition specified

in Eq. (3.10), which, after substituting Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13) into it, yields

D<j>w
Dt

{| + Ü-V}{/Ue'*}
BA

adAe* + ie^{~ + Ü • VA} (3.14)
at

where is the intrinsic frequency including the diffraction effects, defined as cr¿ =

uj — Ü • K, and Ü defined as Vh<f>c.

This equation states that a and A should have a phase difference unless we impose
the condition

BA
-XT + ÜV • A = 0 (3.15)
at

Then, the relation between A and a can be given by the following familiar form

~9Vw

\\b-gatw -

A = (3.16)
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Similarly, substituting Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13) into the kinematic free surface boundary

condition given by Eq. (3.9) yields

cr\ = gktanh.k(h + t}c) — -jVA • Vt/c (3.17)A

^ + V • (Üa) + AK • Vr)c = 0 (3.18)
Again, the last term in the above equations reflects the wave diffraction effect and,
under normal circumstanaces, is of a higher order.

3.2 Wave Energy Equation

In this section, the Eulerian expression of energy equation will be presented. The

Eulerian expression governs the local balance between the rate of change of energy

and the divergence of energy flux at a point. The Euler equation for incompressible

and inviscid fluid flow is

p^- = -V(p + pgz) (3.19)
Taking the scalar product of U(u, v,w) with the respective terms in Eq. (3.19) and
then summing the three components yields

P§¡lj} = -V-V(p + pgz) (3.20)
where q2 = (u2 + v2 + w2)/2. With the use of continuity equation, the mechanical

energy conservation equation becomes

|[^] + V-[U(^ + p + Wz)] = 0 (3.21)
Integrate over water depth,

/_’ {¿[^1 + V • (U(^+P + pgz)| iz = 0 (3.22)
The first term in the integrand represents the volumetric rate of energy change and the
second term gives the energy flux through the enclosing surface. The depth-integrated
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energy equation has been derived from Eq. (3.22) by many including Longuet-Higgins
and Stewart (1961) Witham (1962). A brief account is given here.

Using Leibnitz’s rule (f\ Dfdz = D J2k fdz — f\vDrj + f\~hDh), Eq. (3.22) can

be written as

-[u(^y- + P + pgz)]r, ■ VhT) - [U(^- + p + pgz)]-h ■ Vhh
+iwi^y + P + P9z)]-h = o (3.23)

Substituting the kinematic boundary conditions at the free surface and at z — —h,

H,- m~v'VhV = 0 (3,24)
wU + U-Vhh = 0 (3.25)

and letting p be zero at the water surface, the above equation becomes

S + + Vt' +p+P9z)]dz = 0 (3-26)
Letting the total energy, £, and the total energy flux, J7, as

5 = ÍJeí]dz+f’'1 (3'27)
2

T = jlJ^ + p + pgz)dz (3.28)
Equation (3.26) yields the well-known energy equation given by Longuet-Higgins and
Stewart (1961) and Witham (1962),

^ + V»-i- = 0 (3.29)
Here, £ is the energy density in the water column per unit surface area and T is the
energy flux through the vertical surface enclosing the water column.
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3.2.1 Time-Averaged Wave Energy

The energy per unit surface area given in Eq. (3.27) is expanded in a Taylor series

with respect to the mean water level z — tjc,

s = p jH \ [(V*tf + (<^)2] dz + \pg[(r¡c + erjw)2 - h2) + p\egw [(V^)2 + {M)\c
= pj_h \ [(^htc + eVh<j>w¥ + (<f>ez + e<t>wz)2] dz + ^pg[(r}c + eijw)2 - h2]

+p2£Tlw [(^^c + S^h^tu)2 + (<j>cz + £^ujz)2] ^ (3.30)
Taking time average over the wave period and collecting terms associated with cur-

rent( 0(1) terms) and wave ( 0(e2) terms) separately, we obtain the following pair
of equations,

Ec = pj_h^[(yh<í>c)2 + (<f>cz)2]dz + ^pg[ri2c-h2] (3.31)
E = P f°h\ [(V,^)2 + {Kz)2\ dz + ^pggl + fn¡w[Vh<fte • (3.32)

where Ec and E are, respectively, the mean values of current and wave energy. The

mean wave energy density, which is of primary interest here, can be expressed in
terms of the slowly varying quantities by substituting Eqs. (3.12), (3.13) and (3.17);

E = ^--H2 (3.33)8 a

where H is the wave height defined as twice the wave amplitude a. Detailed deriva¬
tions of Eq. (3.33) from Eq. (3.32) are given in Appendix A.

A few general remarks regarding the definition of wave energy density are made
here:

1. E is the energy density directly associated with the 0(e) flcutuation motions

only. It does not take into account contributions associated with mean water

level change. The contribution due to mean water level changes simply moves

the reference from the mean water level to that of no wave condition.
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2. The last term in Eq. (3.31) represents the contribution due to wave-current

interaction. Longuet-Higgins and Stewart (1961) and Phillips (1977) all in¬

cluded this term in the mean flow energy rather than in the mean wave energy.

However, this is truly a 0(e2) term from the fluctuation motion.

3. In the absence of current, E reduces to the conventional definition of energy

density in a wave field.

3.2.2 Time-Averaged Wave Energy Flux

By virtue of Bernoulli equation for unsteady flow the energy flux term given in

Eq. (3.28) can be written as

r=->¡ydíiz <3-34>
Introducing the current and wave components defined in Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) and

expanding in Taylor series with respect to the mean water level z = r]c, we have

E — p J Vh(<f>c "b £4>w)~Q^{(f>c "b £<j>w)dz p£'Pw[^h{<l>c "b “b
(3.35)

Collecting the terms of 0(e2) and taking time averaging over the wave period, we

have the mean wave energy flux, F,

F = —p jT (3.36)
This mean wave energy flux can be expressed in terms of the slowly varying quantities,

utilizing Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13);

E (3.37)

Detailed derivations of Eq. (3.37) are given in Appendix B.

Again, the quantity of mean wave energy flux given here differs from the conven¬

tional one in that the mean wave energy density is different and that an additional

term, </>c(k/u>, is included. It will be shown that this additional term is responsible
for the unsteadiness of energy transport under a nonuniform current field.

F = Cg + U - —k
U)
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3.2.3 Time-Averaged Wave Energy Equation

By substituting Eq. (3.37) into Eq. (3.29) the time-averaged wave energy equa¬

tion is obtained

dE_
dt

+ Vh • (Cg + Ü — —k)E
Cú

= 0 (3.38)

Here the mean wave energy density, E, is as defined in Eq. (3.33).
3.3 Wave Action Equation

In this section, the wave action equation and the conservation equation of intrinsic

frequency are derived from the surface boundary conditions using the same definitions

given in Eq. (3.12), (3.13) and (3.17). Substracting Eq. (3.10)xpgr¡w from Eq. (3.9)

xp<l>w, and ignoring the higher order term due to diffraction effect, we obtain

+ V ■ (twi.) - p - 9nVt = 0 (3.39)

where Ü, is current velocity of the mean flow at the water surface level. Substituting

Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13) into Eq. (3.40), the following equation is obtained:

j^(Bie2‘^) + V • (Ü,£¿ew) + |^fetanhMfe +?A + 1 j = 0
where B is defined as

O _PS»2b-T~
Expanding and separating the harmonic motions,

it2i4> d_B
dt

+ V • (Ü,B) + aBe2^ -2 +
¿rfctanh k(h + ijc)

+ 1 = 0

which yields the dispersion relation, a2 = gk t&nh k(h + rjc), and the following wave

action equation:

dB
dt

+ V*-[U,B]=0 (3.41)

The above equation can also be derived directly from Eqs. (3.16) and (3.18).
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Now if we substitute Eq. (3.15) into Eq. (3.18), the following equation is obtained,

+ V • [Ü,(tA] = 0 (3.42)

Eliminating A from Eqs. (3.42) and (3.16), we arrive at the final equation that governs

the change of the intrinsic wave frequency in a current field:

^ + Vk-[O,^]=0 (3.43)
which is termed here as ‘the kinematic conservation equation, or simply the conser¬

vation equation, of intrinsic frequency.’

3.4 Excitation Due to Wave-Current Interaction

Three basic equations governing wave-current interactions have been derived in

this chapter. They consist of two dynamic conservation equations and one kinematic

conservation equation of the following forms:

Energy Conservation Equation
dE „

sT + v' (Cg + Ü-—k)£
U)

Wave Action Conservation Equation
_

+ V, • [Üsfl] = 0

Kinematic Conservation of Intrinsic Frequency

^ + V» • [0,<r] = 0
where

E = PS.»#' B = ilE
8 <t 8 <7

The wave energy conservation equation is different from the conventional forms pre¬

sented by previous investigators. Under the no-current condition, this equation reverts

to the familar form of

+ V, • [CgE'\ = 0
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where E' = pgH2 ¡8. In the presence of current, it is known that the wave energy

as defined by pgH2 ¡8 is not conserved (Longuet-Higgins and Stewart, 1961) but,

instead, the wave action, given by pgH2¡8a, is conserved (Bretherton and Garrett,

1969). From Eq. (3.37), we can see that this is only true if the absolute wave frequency
remains constant. Garrett (1969). Although the wave action conservation equation

presented in this chapter deals with a quantity identical to that defined by pgH2¡8a
as wave action, the meaning of the equation is very different. It is a surface property

governed only by the surface current condition.
We now like to demonstrate that the absolute wave freqency does not, in general,

remain constant in the presence of nonuniform current. Eliminating B from the

wave energy equation and wave action equation, the following equation governing the

change of absolute frequency results:

^ + (Cg + 0-^k).vw + |v»-at uj B
(Cg — —k)B

U)
0 (3.44)

If the absolute frequency is constant over all domains, the first and second terms in

the above equation become zero; then we have

V, (Cg — —k)F
U)

= 0 (3.45)

For the waves propagating in x-direction,

{Cg - ^-)B = Cg<,B, (3.46)

Differentiating with x,

where Cg0 and a0 are values at the area far from the zone of nonuniform currents.

The right hand side in the above equation may not be equal to zero in the nonuniform
current zone. Therefore, the assumption of the constant absolute frequency may yield
the long-term fluctuation of currents. Consequently, when we consider the Doppler
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equation, in which the intrinsic frequency and wave number are determined by the
kinematic conservation of intrinsic frequency and dispersion relationship, respectively;

u = a + Ü • k

we realize the assumption of the constant absolute frequency may yield the inconsis¬

tency with the Doppler equation.

Therefore, if the absolute frequency is a variable, we have three unknowns, namely,

the wave height, the absolute wave frequency, and the intrinsic wave frequency in
the above set of equations. The wave number is determined by the intrinsic wave

frequency by use of the dispersion relationship; the vector can be obtained by irro-

tationality of wave number vector. Therefore, in theory, the wave properties in the
current field can be solved with given wave conditions at the boundaries. In practice,

the problem is more complicated and simplifying assumptions are to be made as will
be presented in later chapters.



CHAPTER 4
MATHEMATICAL WAVE MODELS

In the past two decades, prediction of nearshore waves took a new dimension

with the introduction of the mild slope equation by Berkhoff (1972) which is capable

of handling the combined effects of refraction and diffraction. Since then significant

progress has been made in computational techniques as well as model capabilities, no¬

tably by Radder (1979), Copeland (1985), Ebersole et al. (1986), Yoo and O’Connor

(1986a), and Dalrymple et al. (1989). The five types of wave equations are concerned
here since no single model has been proven to be perfect or has clearly outperformed
the others at present; hyperbolic type I by Copeland (1985), hyperbolic type II by
Yoo and O’Connor (1986a), elliptic type I by Berkhoff (1972), elliptic type II by
Ebersole et al. (1986), and the parabolic type by Radder (1979). Type T implies
that the unknown to be solved is expressed in terms of wave mode, while type ‘IF in

terms of all wave-averaged quantities, and the parabolic type is expressed in terms of

wave-averaged quantities for the main propagating axis, and wave mode for the the
other axis.

The extension of the mild slope equation to the wave-current interaction has been

successfully done by Kirby (1984), and the corresponding equation eventually yielded
the energy equation suggested by Bretherton and Garrett (1969):

+ (V ■ U)^ - v. (CCgVi) + (<7J - k'CCg)], = 0
where </> is the complex velocity potential at the water surface. The equation set

of hyperbolic type I suggested by Copeland (1985) was extended to wave-current
interaction by Ohnaka et al. (1988), the equation set type of hyperbolic type II by

32
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Yoo and O’Connor (1986b), the elliptic I and parabolic types by Kirby (1984), the

elliptic type II by Cheong (1990). Each can be derived from the mild slope equation

revised by Kirby (1984), with varying degrees of approximations.
In Section 4.1, the mild slope equation revised by Kirby (1984) will also be directly

obtained from the energy equation, assuming that the steady state condition of wave

and current field could be retained for the wave-induced currents which are usually

accompanied by the waves. Discussion will be given to the equation revised by Kirby

(1984) with the alternative mild slope equation of elliptic type. In Section 4.2, the

governing wave equation of each model will be derived from the mild slope equation.
4.1 Mild Slope Equation

The mild slope equation has been derived from Green’s second identity. Green’s

first and second identities coresponding to the mechanical energy conservation equa¬

tion and the mild slope equation, respectively, are presented in Appendix C. In this

section, however, the mild slope equation will be derived directly from the energy

equation as described below. Introducing the velocity potentials and free surface dis¬

placements composed of current and wave components as given in Eqs. (3.3-3.4), Eq.

(3.26) becomes
d p r(V^c + eV<i>w)2. , . ,d. A1 r

^ ]dz + g(r]c + £T¡w)—{Vc + eVw)ir e<
—Vh • f [(V(f>c + eV(j)w)(<f>ce<j)w)t]dz — 0

J—h

Taking Taylor expansion about 2 = rjc,

d P‘ry<j>c + eV<f>w)\, , dr (V^ + íVÍ)2, , , , ,

di J-h ^ 2 ~^Z + dfieT)w 2 1 + 9^c + + *?")
-Vfc • [jy^c + sV<i)w){4>c + £<f>w)t]dz + £1jw[yk + £V(j>w)((j)c + £^w)t) = 0

(4.1)

Collecting the terms of 0(e2) and ignoring the long-term fluctuation of current field:
d nrycf>w)\, . dr , . dVw
— i [di J-h[

” ,(v|A]á2 + • v<y+
r rvc

-Vfc • IJ [V<j>w<f>w,]dz + V<f>c = 0 (4.2)
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Substituting Eq. (3.11) into Eq. (4.15),
d rvc.(v^)*,, r<=r2j_5r(^)20 fVc r2j t{yhtw)‘, , rc r2j 0 A4>ro)\ , dt rr 1 nl l ,mL f iz[-^r~] + L f’izm[—] + a[,"v^e'VK]+m

dr)w
'

dt

where

-V‘‘-
pe A A A A

J f dzV(f>w4>Wt + V<f)cr)w(f>wt = 0 (4.3)

/I/2* =
CCg

g
(4.4)

/> -
a2 - k2CCg

9
(4.5)

Therefore, Eq. (4.3) becomes

dr]hccg a,(vh<f,w)\ . ^-eccg a,(K)\ . a,.. ,. ....

ITai1 2 1 + —2Í—ái1”1 + * 'VK] +^
-V&

at

ccg
V^, +

<9f

= 0

Hereafter, we omit the subscript denoting the wave mode, w.

CCgVh<f> • (Vfc#)t + Mr2 - k2CCg)<¡> + g(gV4>e • V¿)t + ^r?,

-¿*Vfc • (CCgVfo - CCgV4> • - $Vfc • (V&17&) = 0

The first and sixth terms offset each other and expanding the third and last terms,

<^t(er2 — k2CCg)<j> + ggt^&c • V<£ + gr¡V<i>c ■ V<¡>t + g2ggt

-<f>Nh ■ (CCgVj>) - gitVh • (V&17) - £r7/V(^c • Vhit - 0

and also offsetting the third and seventh terms,

<M<x2 - k2CCg)4> + gVtV]>c ■ V} + g2grjt

-itVh • (CCg\7(j>) - g<j>t • Vfc(V^c?7) = 0

Substituting the dynamic free surface boundary condition of 0(e) given in Eq. (3.10)
to T] of the third term,

<j>t(ff2 - k2CCg)<j> + ggN<f>c • V<£ - g(<¡>t + V^c • V<£)j]t
• (CCgVfi) - g<j)t • V^V^) = 0
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U°2 - k2CCg)í - gfat - itVh ■ (CCgVÍ) - gj>t ■ VA(V^) = O

Combining the second and fourth terms by use of the kinematic free surface boundary
condition of (e) given in Eq. (3.9),

(a2 - k2CCg)(j> - V/i • (CCgVj>) - g]>z = 0 (4.6)

Now we consider two kinds of expressions of <j>z. The first is obtained by substituting

the dynamic free surface boundary condition, Eq. (3.10), into the kinematic boundary

condition, Eq. (3.9),
1

9

D2j>
Dt2 +<*■< (4.7,

and the second expression is simply obtained from Eq. (3.11) as

(4.8)

which eliminates the slowly varying motion through the mean surface. With the first

relation, we finally get the mild slope equation as same as derived by Kirby (1984);
_ A A

9Í + (V • O)^ - V • (CCgVi) + (cr* - eCCg)Í = 0 (4.9)
and with the second expression, we get the mild slope equation of elliptic type:

V, • {CCgV4>) + PCCgj> = 0 (4.10)

which can be regarded as the wave equation of elliptic type having the same form as

the case of no current. This may imply that the wave energy is eventually conserved

by the relative group velocity, C<7, in the field of semi-steady state although they
may be transported by the absolute group velocity, Cga = Cg + Ü, causing the

unsteady motion of waves and currents. This hypothesis might be examined through
the laboratory experiments. If the wave and current field were retained in the steady

state, both equations would be consistent with each other by the help of the wave

action equation which describes the slowly varying motion at the mean water level.

However, we select the mild slope equation of first type as a governing equation of
each model, which has been believed to be the one describing the wave motion.
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4.2 Derivations of Governing Equation of Each Model

In this section, the governing wave equations of the five numerical models selected

are derived from the linearized mild slope equation Eq. (4.9) for waves interacting

with currents. It is rewritten below with the symbol description; the five governing

wave equations include two hyperbolic types, two elliptic types, and one parabolic

type.

+ (V ' ~ V ' - t?CCg)4, = 0

where, <f> is the two dimensional complex potential

C is the relative phase velocity (cr/k)

Cg is the relative group velocity (da/dk)
a is the intrinsic frequency (a-2 = gk tanh kh)

u is the absolute frequency

k is the wave number

h is the water depth

Ü is the steady current velocity vector (u,v)

V= d/dx + d/dy, omitting the subscript h
where a and k are determined by the Doppler relation, u = a + Ü • k.

4.2.1 Hyperbolic-Type Model I (HM I)

The first governing equation of the hyperbolic-type is given as a pair of first-order

equations which constitute a hyperbolic system similar to those used for the solution
of the shallow water equations. The basic idea in deriving the equation came from

an approach of Ito and Tanimoto (1972) and completed by Copeland (1985) through
the mild slop equation of hyperbolic type given by Booij (1984). Ohnaka, Watanabe
and Isobe (1988) derived a set of time-dependent mild slope equations extended to a

wave and current coexisting field. In the presence of strong currents, however, this

governing equation seems to be invalid. Thier equation will be written in the slightly
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altered form.

The complex velocity potential at the water surface, p, can be related to the

surface elevation ,77, by the dynamic boundary condition at the water surface as

follows.

Dp
Dt~91 = TTT (4.11)

Assuming <^(x, t) = p{x)e'^ where 0(x, t) is a phase function of the wave defined as

ip = k • x — u>t, we have obtained

1 9<t>= — T]
ia

Differentiating with t gives

4>= -
JL(]l
au dt (4.12)

(4.13)

Substituting Eqs. (4.11) and (4.12) into Eq. (4.9), we obtain

(l + -(^-l)]^ + V.(Ü,) + V.(^^)=0u C ot g

where Vp yields another equation given by taking V on Eq. (4.12) and differentiating
with t,

f)X7 X n

(4.14)

(4.15)

+ ugVI- = 0
at a

dVyCp _ 77
— +u,9V,,- = 0

Eqs. (4.13-15) are a set of time dependent wave equations for linear water waves in¬
teracting with currents which are derived from the mild slope equation and expressed
in terms of rj, Vxp and Vy<j>.

Substituting Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13) to the first order PDE set yields the following
wave energy equation, which isn’t consistent with the conservation of wave action
given by Brethorton and Garett (1968) (see Equation 4.29).

a

(7

da
Tt + Vfc(Üa) + V[Cg—] = 0

<T

This inconsistency is caused by Eq. (3.15) which satisfies a slowly varying property

of the dynamic motion.
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4.2.2 Hyperbolic-Type Model II (HM II)

The second governing equation of the hyperbolic type is based on the kinematic

and dynamic conservation equations which are defined in terms of the wave-period

and wave-length average properties of wave motion. While the governing equation

of HM1 reflects the effects of wave reflection over the mild slope, this equation isn’t

able to involve any reflection effect due to the assumptions induced by wave-averaged

quantities of progressive waves.

The kinematic conservation of progressive waves can be expressed as

<9K
— + Vu> = 0 (4.16)

where w is the apparent angular frequency, and K is the wave number vector modified

by diffraction effects as approximated by (details are shown in ’Elliptic-type model

IT),
K2 = k2 + -V2(-) (4.17)

a <r

ignoring the derivative of CCg. a is the wave amplitude and k is a wave number
defined by the Doppler relation which can be approximated by

at = a¿ + Ü • K

= a + Ü • K = \Jgk tanh kh + Ü • K

Substituting this into Eq. (4.16),

ftK - -

-tP -f Vtr -f K • VU + U • VK -f K x (V x U) + U x (V x K) = 0
at

where

V<7
d(T__, 5<7__ _Vk -f- — CgS7k T

kcr

dk dh sinh2/;/i
Vh

Equation (4.19) is now differentiated with respect to x to obtain,

Vk = ^ • VKk £viv20>

(4.18)

(4.19)

(4.20)
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ignoring the derivative of CCg again. Equation (4.20) is now combined with irrota-

tionality of the modified wave number vector to yield the conservation equation of
the wave crest,

+ (Cg + Ü) • VK = —F (4.21)

where

F = K • VÜ + K x (V x Ü) + . k°,Vh - ^^V[V2(-)]sinh kh 2a a

Equation (4.21) states that the rate of change of wave number following a point

moving with the group velocity riding on the convective velocity is equal to —F; if F
is zero, namely, U and h are constant, then K is constant following such points. The

time-dependent dynamic conservation equation is generally given by

| + Sv'1(Cg + 0)7> = ° <4'22>
4.2.3 Elliptic-Type Model I (EM I)

The governing equation for the first elliptic-type model can be obtained directly
from Eq. (4.9), expressing the two dimensional velocity potential in the linear sta¬

tionary wave field as follows.

<¿(x, t) = ^(x)e-,wi (4.23)

where <^(x) is the surface potential in steady state. Substituting the above equation
into Eq. (4.9) gives

-iu{2ÍJ • + ¿(V • Ü)} + (Ü • V)(Ü • V¿) + (V • Ü)(Ü • V¿)
-V • (CCgV~4>) + (o-2 - u? - k2CCg)]> = 0 (4.24)

The above equation is always valid as long as the wave motion is time-harmonic.
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4.2.4 Elliptic-Type Model II (EM II)

If the two-dimensional velocity potential is assumed through use of the wave-

period and wave-length average property, A, as

t) = A(x; t)ie

the linearized dynamic free surface boundary condition yields, as given in Eq. (3.15),

A= -g—

where a(x;t) is an amplitude function expressed as r¡ = a(x;t)e*^, and cr¿ is the
intrinsic frequency including the diffraction effects, defined as cr<¿ = u — Ü • K. The

linearized kinematic free surface boundary condition also yields, as given in Eq. (3.17),

a2 = gk tanh kh — ■^■VA • Vr;cA

Substituting Eq. (3.12) into Eq. (4.9) yields the real and imaginary parts shown as

follows:

Real part

d / a . .— .a . da _ .

Gd-~l(—) + ^UV ' (~) + ñ7 + V ‘ (Ua) +
(jl (Jd (Td C/t

CCgK • V(—) + K • V(CCg—) + CCg—V • K = 0 (4.25)
Gd Gd crd

Imaginary part

CCg—K2 - V • {CCgV—) - ada + (a2 - k2CCg)— = 0 (4.26)
Gd Gd CTd

Multiply a/(Td to Eq. (4.25) to obtain

lr(—) + v ' [(Cg + 0)i = 0 (4.27)Ot (Td Gd

This equation can be expressed in terms of energy. Neglecting the diffraction effect
on the intrinsic frequency,

|(f) + V.[(Cg + O)f]-0 (4.28)
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It states that the wave action (E/cr) riding on the convective velocity is conserved by

the group velocity. From Eqs. (4.25) and (4.26), the so called wave energy equation

(real part) and Eikonal equation (imaginary part) become finally

4(-) + V-[(Cg + Ü)^] = 0 (4.29)
Ot <7 <7

CCg-K2 - V • {CCgV-) - k2CCg- = 0 (4.30)
(T O O

The term V • (CCgSIcan be expanded as

V • (CCgV-) = CCgV2(-) + VCCg • V(-) (4.31)
CO O’

The second term in Eq. (4.30) may be negligible in the mild slope approximation.
Since we have three unknowns, a, Kx and Ky, we introduce one more equation which

expresses the irrotationality of the gradient of the wave phase function.

V x K = 0 (4.32)

4.2.5 Parabolic-Type Model (PM)

The parabolic approximation to the elliptic-type equation of harmonic wave mo¬

tion (Eq. 4.24) is derived by splitting the velocity potential into two components,

¿ (4.33)

composed of a transmitted field <^+ and a reflected field 4> . Eq. (4.24) can be written,

through the transformation carried out by Booij (1981), in the following form,

d . 1
(4.34)

which is split exactly into two equations,

d<$>+
dx

= +¿7^+, (4.35)

where $ can be chosen to be $ = £<f>.

Under the assumption that the waves are oriented in x-direction so that ky = 0,
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expanding Eq. (4.34),

+
d

dx2 {CCg — u2) dx (CCg - u )-fa + K 11 +
M

k2{CCg-u2)t
<j> = 0 (4.36)

where

Mi = {2uk,u + iw(V ■U)\i-^\v.v~)-^(uv^)
+^-[(CCg - t>2)^] + 2iuU ■ Vioy oy

and mathching with Eq. (4.34), we get the two relations

7 = kx 1 +
M 1/2

k2(CCg-u2)/

i = k^CCg-u2)1'2^1 +
M 1/4

(4.37)

(4.38)kKCCg-u*)

Substituting the above relations into Eq. (4.35) yields, for the transmitted field
M^U/*(CCg-u*yl’(l +

ikxklJ2{CCg - u- f1 (1 +

1/4

kl{CCg — u2)j
M 3/4

kUCCg-v?),

By expanding the pseudo-operators in the form
M

4>+ (4.39)

1/4

1 +
M 1/4

kl(CCg-u>)J
results in the simple form

d

1 +

1 +

kl(CCg-u2),
M

kl(CCg-u2),

1/2

= 1

= 1 +
M

2k2{CCg-u2)J

M

h W2(CC9 - “2),/2i+) - 'Kk'*{CC9 - “2),/211 + 5WccT^i) ^

where, kx(CCg - u2) = kxCCg - u(-<r + u) - <r(Cgkx/k + u) - urn.

Therefore, expanding Eq. (4.40) and multiplying k1/2(CCg -i¿2)1/2 yields

<c9*+u>^ + + u)1¿+ =

(4.40)
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ikMCg, + u)i* + ¿(u^) -

+^CCa - v^%] + iuw+ 2iuv^ (4.41)

where Cgx = Cgkx/k.

The above equation gives the modification to the equation of Kirby (1983) to obtain

the more correct energy conservation. Now the equation is modified by introducing

an reference wave number which can usually taken as an average wave number, k, as

4>+ = A'eikx

where the y-directional part of the phase function, e'$kydy, and the x-directional

phase modulation due to the difference between the local and averaged wave num¬

bers, e^k-fkldx\ are absorbed into the amplitude function of surface potential, A!.
Substituting this into Eq. (4.41) and after dropping squares of the components of
mean current, the above equation is simplified to

r)A' - 1 3
cr(Cgx + u)^- + i(k - kx)(Cgx + u)A! + ^W(Cgx + u)\A! =

id(rrndA\ udvA'2d¿(CCsTi} ~ 2 TyA COV-dA!_
dy

(4.42)

The above equation admits the instantaneous wave surface to be recovered in the the

following form:

77 = lm{-A'ékx}
9

(4.43)



CHAPTER 5
NUMERICAL SCHEMES AND COMPARISONS OF WAVE MODELS

5.1 Numerical Scheme of Wave Models

We have derived the mild slope equation of hyperbolic type in the last chapter,

however, in terms of practical applications, the equation is not only accurately solv¬

able, but also attractive since it can only be used for the small domains due to the

present computer capacities. In this chapter, four of the five wave models were se¬

lected from existing literature and one was developed by the author. These will be
described later. The five models have their own numerical methods depending on

the type of governing equations. All numerical methods applied here fall under the

category of the finite difference method. All spatial finite difference operators shown
in this chapter are given in Appendix D.

5.1.1 Hyperbolic Model I

On the staggered grid system as shown in Figure 5.1, the wave displacement is

specified at the center of each grid, while the gradient of surface velocity potential is
situated at the center of the side of the grid. Eqs. (4.13-4.15) are solved explicitly for

the x-y Cartesian coordinate system as shown in Figure 5.1 as follows.

v,^-y^+ (1) = 0At V
V>+1 - ^ ,»?, n+ wgT>y{—) = 0

(5.1)

(5.2)

Equation (4.13) will be solved by the following explicit numerical equation which
was suggested by Ohnaka et al. (1988) to avoid the numerical damping on the con-

44
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Figure 5.1: Staggered grid system for hyperbolic model I.

vective term.

{! + ^(-^f - l)}~ At — + ».(*■!)) + ©»(i»/)
+i[V,(CCgVj) + Vs(CCgVyi)\ = 0 (5.3)

9

There are three kinds of boundaries. The first is the upwave boundary which

generates the wave field, the sencond is the nonreflective boundary which passes the
waves without reflection, and the last is the reflective boundary such as breakwater,

jetty, seawall, etc.

The upwave boundary requires some refinement in order that reflected waves

traveling back towards the upwave boundary pass out of the model. This boundary
condition is given by the incident surface elevation and the reflected surface elevation

passing out of the model as follows:

v'(x„yc) = ’lUx°,y°) + ’ll '(i» + 4i,fc) (5.4)
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where,

T]¡(xo,y0) = cii sin(k cos Ox0 + k sin 9ya — ut)

rjt~T{x0 + Ax,y0) = 'qt~T(x0 + Ax, ya) + a¿ sin[¿ cos 9(x0 + Ax) + k sin 0yo - ut]
kcos9

t = Ax
U)

where a,- is an incident wave amplitude and 9 is an angle measured from clockwise

from x-axis.

The non-reflective boundary is satisfied either by characteristic method for the

downwave boundary or by Neumann condition based on Snell’s law for the lateral

boundary

V*(xe,ye) = rjt~T(xe - Ax,ye)

VyT) = Íky TJ

The three unknowns, 7/, Vx<t> and are given complex to accommodate the appli¬

cation of the lateral boundary condition and calculation of wave amplitude and wave

angle. Similarly, the reflective boundary is also satisfied by

r)\xc,ye) = Ry¡t~T{xe - Ax,ye)

VyT] = ikyT]

where R is a weighting factor expressed in terms of reflection coefficient, and ky can

be specified as zero for the perfect reflection. The subscript e implies the end points

along a downwave boundary.

In the wave-current interaction, the determination of wave angle is very important

because phase speed, group velocity and intrinsic frequency in the wave equation
are determined through the product of wavenumber and current in the dispersion

equation. The wave angles are calculated at the center of each grid location by the

approximation
1 Ke(V*ih)

.Re{Vyilri)'
9 = tan (5.5)
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and the wave height is calculated by

H = 2\J'Re{y} + Xm{r¡} (5.6)

The following relationship between the space interval Ax and Ay and time interval
At must be satisfied to perform stable calculations. The stability condition is given

as

At
-

[(WAxY + (Lmax/Ay)2]i/2 (5-7)
where both LIAx and L/Ay are recommended to be less than 0(10) to obtain the
accurate solution (Watanabe and Maruyama, 1986).
5.1.2 Hyperbolic Model II

On the staggered grid system as used in hyperbolic model I, the wave amplitude
is specified at the center of each grid, while the wave number vector is situated at the
center of the side of the grid.

The upstream difference scheme has beeen found to be an excellent choice for
the present system of equations (Yoo and O’Connor, 1986a and 1986b). The finite
difference form of the kinematic wave equation (4.21) for x component of wave number

vector is then represented by

k'n+1 — Kn K K
x

-At + (Cg^f + u)V;Kx + (Cg-f + v)V*yKy + KxV'xu + KyV'yv
ka

' sinh2khVxh 2a'Dx[Vxx^) + T)yy{(r)] ~ °
and for the y component of wave number vector,

Z^n+l ISn ts IS
+ {CgT + u)v:Kx + {C9~k + v)VyKy + KxV> + KyVyV

ka

(5.8)

sinh2khVyh (5.9)

where all finite difference operators indicated by V are given in finite difference form in

the Appendix. The K vector along the side boundaries is approximated by the Snell’s
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law. The finite difference form of the wave amplitude equation (4.22) is represented

by

(a/a)n+1 °/<0" i * I
2a \DÁ(Cg^r + u)j) + + «>)£]} = o (5.10)At ' 2a I k

The stability condition in the small diffraction zone may be determined by

T
At

-

((n.£m„/Ai)2 + (n„WA,,)2]’/* (5'n)
where na = CgaICa with subscript a indicating the absolute.
5.1.3 Elliptic Model I

Equation (4.24) can be treated as an ordinary differential equation for d>, as given
below, so that the ¡/-directional difference operator, D, is explicitly approximated by

using either a finite difference method or a fast Fourier transform method. In this
section, only the finite difference method is employed.

(u2 - CCg)^>xx + {(-2iuu + 2uux + uyv + uvy - (CCg)x}<j>x

-\-2uvVy{4>x) + {{-2iuv + 2vvx + uvx + uxv - (CCg)y)T>y(<j>)
+(t>2 - CCg)VyyQ>) + {-iu(ux + vy) + <r2-u2- k2CCg}(j> = 0 (5.12)

where, the x axis is suggested to be selected for the main direction of wave propagation
between x and y axis. We convert the above equation to a pair of first-order equations

by the simple expedient of defining the derivative as a second function.

<j>x =

h* = 7777 -[{-2iuu + 2uux + uyv + uvy-(CCg)x}4>i
00(7 — t*

+2uvVy{4>x) + F{4>)\

where

JT(^) = {(—2iujv + 2vvx + uvx + uxv — {CCg)y}Vy<f> + (v2 — CCg)Vyy<j>
+{-iu(ux + vy) + a2 - cj2 — k2CCg}<j)
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sub grids

Figure 5.2: Sub-grid system for elliptic model I.

In this study, the ordinary differential equations are numerically solved by Gragg’s
method whose main algorithm for a differential equation 4>/(x) = /(x, <t>{x)) is given

as

Vi — ^i-i + <j>i-i)

yj+1 = yj-! + 2fi/(x,-_1 +jh,yj) ,j = l,2,..,n - 1

<f>i = ÍVn + yn-1 + hf(xi, yn))/2

where h is a subgrid space defined as h = Ax/n as shown in Figure 5.2.
The upwave boundary condition is merely the specified complex (j> determined

by the incident wave amplitude and wave angle. The lateral boundary conditions
are either nonreflective or reflective. The nonreflective boundary condition can be

expressed as

<j>y = iky<j>, where ky = k sin 9 = k0 sin 60 (5.13)

according to Snell’s law in the absence of diffraction effects. While the reflective

boundary condition is expressed as

i.e., ky = 04>y = 0 (5.14)
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Using the finite central differences on row i yields

ikyAy
j+1 W+i + i)) (5.15)*! = 2

The lateral boundaries are assumed to be located between the grid columns (1,2) and

(NY-1,NY). Therefore, <j> values at the lower lateral boundary can be given as

(1 — ikyAy/2) -•
<¿1 = <¡>2 (5.16)

(1 + ikyAy/2)

on row i. The same procedure is used for the upper boundary.

~i (! + ikyAy/2)
^ - (I - zi^AyW™-'

Equation (5.13) can also be approximated in the Runge-Kutta method (Dalrymple
et al., 1988) by

(5.17)

« =

=

1 - ¿fcyAt/ - ^{kyAyf + ¿^(fcyAy)3 + ^(kyAy)4
1 + ikyAy - ^(kyAy)2 - i^(kyAy)3 + ^{kyAyf

&

4NY-1 (5.18)

If there is any reflective structure posed in the y-direction, the direction of the
reflected waves is the mirror image of that of the incident wave. Since the unknown

in this model is the complex surface potential, the reflected wave field can be easily

specified as the conjugate by tracing the computation backward.
The wave angle is calculated by

9 = tan ■'(fi) (5.19)

where

Kr Ky = VyS (5.20)

where,5 = K • x = tan 1[Tm(^)/7^.e(^)].
The wave height is calculated easily by

H = 2J'Jle{-4>}2 + lm{-<¡>}2
y 9 9

(5.21)
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The following condition for stability is roughly obtained by taking the von Neu¬

mann stability analysis on the Helmholtz equation as

Ay = Lmax/ir (5.22)

where L is a wave length (Panchang et al., 1988).
5.1.4 Elliptic Model II

By introducing wave angle, 9, Eq. (4.30) can be expressed as

AK2 - C = 0

where

A = CCg-,
a

C = Vx[CCgVx(-)] + Vy[CCgVy(-)\ + k2CCg-

The solution of K is simply

K =

Using the Generalized Lax-Friedrich (L-F) scheme which is identical to that used

by Perlin and Dean (1983), 9 can be found by the following expression of Eq. (4.32),

T>\ [K sin 0} — Vy[K cos 9] = 0 (5.23)

where

^fri _ (1 ~ r)[]»+l,j + Q-5t([]«+l,j—1 + []«+X,i+l) ~ [kjxU~ Ax

where r is a value between 0 and 1 as a kind of weighting parameter. This param¬

eter is used to enhance the stability of the numerical scheme. However, r = 0 is

recommended for the most accurate results. The above equation for the solution of

9 is solved row by row using implicit FDM. The 9 value along the side boundaries is

approximated by Snell’s law.
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The wave amplitudes can also be found by applying the generalized L-F scheme

to Eq. (4.29),

Vt -ACCgK cos 0 + ucr) + -(CCgK sin 0 + vcr) = 0 (5.24)

The above equation for the solution of a is also solved row by row using implicit FDM
until a certain accuracy of the wave amplitude is achieved.

5.1.5 Parabolic Model

The parabolic-type wave equation (4.42) is written in the finite difference form

using the Crank-Nicolson scheme.

<r{Cgx + u)VxA! + i{k0 - kx)(Cgx + u)A' -f Dx[a(Cgx + u)]A! =

+ '-VyiCCgVyA!) - ^rVyvA! - wvVyA! (5.25)
¿t

Equation (5.24) is now expressed in the tri-diagonal matrix form which can be easily
solved by the double sweep method. The first sweep is only for determining the group

velocity of x component.

Presuming Snell’s law to hold along the non-reflective lateral boundary

A'y = ikyA! , where ky = ksin# = &osin0o (5.26)

For the lateral reflective boundary ky can also be given according to the ratio of

reflection, while for the x-directional reflective boundary this wave equation is in¬

escapable. Using the finite central difference on row i, the expressions for A\ and
A'ny are obtained as similarly as done in Section 5.1.3.

The wave angle is calculated by

0 = tan"1 (5.27)

where

Ky = v;sk, ss ky/i - (icjky, (5.28)
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where S = / Kxdx — kax + Kyy = tan 1[Jm(A')/7^e(A/)].
The wave height is calculated easily by

H = 2^Tlei^A'Y + lm{^A'Y (5.29)
5.2 Comparison of Wave Models

All wave models will be evaluated through the comparison of computational diffi¬

culty and capability of handling wave characteristics such as wave shoaling, refraction,

diffraction, reflection, wave-current interaction, etc. These characteristics are mainly
due to the bottom variation and current, and occur simultaneously. We restrict all

comparisons to ideal cases in order to give the mathematical solution or expression if

possible.

5.2.1 Computational Difficulty

The degree of computational difficulty is measured in terms of stability as previ¬

ously provided, as well as CPU time. The stability criteria given below are obtained
for ideal cases only. Therefore, they are not general as well as not vigorous.

Table 5.1
Model Stability
HM I
HM II
EM I
EM II
PM

A i < T/[(¿m„/Az)2 + (¿„„/As,)2l1/2
Ai < T/[(n„Lm„/Al)2 + (naLm„/Ay)2}1/2
Ay > Lmox/7r for central difference method
stable but convergable when Ay >

stable

n„ = C(JalCa (with subscript a indicating the absolute)

The comparison for the computational time is also not general. Rather, a specific
configuration as shown in Figure 5.3 is used as the test bench mark. This configuration
is a circular shoal used by Ito and Tanimoto (1972) in their laboratory experiment

to study combined diffraction and refraction. This configuration has been cited by
many authors for verification purposes. Here, the same grids and same accuracy

criteria are used in all models. Wave heights along three cross-sections as shown in
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Figure 5.4 are compared with the laboratory data of Ito and Tanimoto. It is seen that
the wave models of hyperbolic type II and elliptic type II, which took the averaging

procedure, don’t reproduce local minima and diffraction lobes differently from the
other models. Kirby (1986) showed that the absence of the minima and lobes may

result from the governing equations of models obtained by taking the time average

on periodic motion. The CPU time on a VAX-8350 computer and the values of the
agreement parameter are given below.

Table 5.2
Model CPU time d(Sec.l) d(Sec.2) d(Sec.3)
HM I 15 min 0.98 0.97 0.95

HM II 12 min 0.97 0.97 0.96

EM I 24 sec 0.96 0.97 0.94

EM II 5 min 0.98 0.97 0.96

PM 17 sec 0.97 0.97 0.95

The models of ordinary (EM I) and parabolic (PM) types provide the fast solutions

showing close agreement when compared with the other models. The agreement is
based on an index, d, given here as an agreement parameter (Willmott, 1981):

dv, - Oif
d=i -

£f(|p,-o| + ia-o|)2

where P, is the numerical value, 0,- is the theoretical or observed value and O is the
mean of the variates 0,. The values for d vary between 0 and 1.0, with 1.0 indicating

perfect agreement.

5.2.2 Wave Shoaling and Refraction

The phenomenon of wave shoaling and refraction occurs over variable topography
or current field similar to that which occurs in optics and acoustics. However, the

comparison of these phenomena is restricted over the variable topography. Numerical
results were compared with the analytical solution based on the energy conservation

equation and Snell’s law for waves propagating over a uniform slope. The input data
are uniformly given to each model as follows:
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SEC.2 SEC.3

x/U

Figure 5.3: Shoal configuration for comparison of CPU time (concentric circular con¬
tours of h/Li).

Figure 5.4: Comparison with the laboratory data of Ito and Tanimoto (1972).
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NX NY Aa;(m) Ay(m) T(sec)
101 21 0.02 0.14 0.8

The time step in the hyperbolic models is fixed at 0.01 sec.

As shown in figures 5.5-5.7, all models except hyperbolic model I produce results
of good agreement. Hyperbolic model I, on the other hand, induces periodical fluc¬
tuations. The numerical error appears to be related to the ratio of grid size to wave

length. As the wave length shortens towards shoreline the error becomes larger and
also propagates upwave as time progresses. The numerical results were taken along a

center grid line in x- axis.

5.2.3 Wave Diffraction

Wave diffraction is significant in zones causing the height variation, such as behind
a semi-infinite breakwater or a groin facing obliquely to the wave approacing. In this

section, the model capability of handling wave diffraction was evaluated by comparing
wave height with the analytical solution given by Wiegel (1962) for a semi-infinite
breakwater. The input data are uniformly given as NX=91, NY=75, Ax=0.04 m

(=0.1 L), At/=0.08 m for T=0.511 sec except elliptic model II where NY=38 and
At/=0.16 m were used to avoid numerical instability. The time step is 0.01 sec in the

hyperbolic models.

Figure 5.8 shows the comparisons for waves approaching normal to the breakwater
axis. All models appear to agree well with the analytical result. For the 30° angle to
the normal, however, only hyperbolic model I and elliptic model II perform adequately
(Fig.5.9). The performance in general can be improved by reducing At/, with the
exception of elliptic model II which is almost stable regardless of the size of Ay.
5.2.4 Wave Reflection

Wave reflection was tested for the case of waves approaching a seawall at 0° and

30° in constant deep water depth of 3 m, using the listed input conditions,
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SHOALING

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of wave shoaling.
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REFRACTION (height)
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of wave refraction (wave height).
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Hyperbolic Model I

y/L

Elliptic Model I

y/L

Elliptic Model II Parabolic Model

y/L

Figure 5.8: Comparison of wave diffraction for semi-infinite breakwater (0°) between
analytic solutions (dotted line) and numerical solutions (solid contour line of 0.8, 0.6,
0.4 and 0.2 diffraction coeff. from left).
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Hyperbolic Model I

y/L

Elliptic Model I

y/L

Elliptic Model II

y/L

Parabolic Model

Figure 5.9: Comparison of wave diffraction for semi-infinite breakwater (30°).
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input data NX NY Az(ra) Ay(m) A t(sec) T(sec)
HM 61 21 0.08 0.08 0.02 1.0

EM I 61 21 0.08 0.50 — 1.0

Owing to the finite grid size and time step a numerical error is also expected.

Figure 5.10 shows that the numerical results, on the whole, agree well with theory
for both 0° and 30° wave angles. The hyperbolic model tends to yield slightly larger

error in wave height, whereas the elliptic model I produces slightly larger phase error.

The wave reflection against the bottom slope was also compared with the 3-

dimensional numerical solution represented by Booij (1983). Both models run in this

study reflect reasonable agreement as shown in Figure 5.11.
5.2.5 Wave-Current Interaction

Wave-current interaction is compared for cases of collinear current (Figure 5.12)

and wave refraction due to the shearing current (Figure 5.13), both in constant deep

water depth of 3 m. The analytic solution for the shearing current is given by Longuet-

Higgins and Stewart (1961). The given wave conditions are Hi—0.1 m at the upwave

boundary and T— 1 sec. Waves are allowed to freely pass through the downwave
boundaries. The input data are uniform with NX=101, NY=21, Ax=0.1 m Ay=0.6
m for the elliptic models and Ay=0.1 m for the rest. At, whenever applicable, is
taken as 0.01 sec. The comparisons with analytical solutions are given in Figures

5.14-16. For the collinear case, all except hyperbolic model I performed adequately.

For non-collinear cases, hyperbolic model II and elliptic model II yield good results;
the rest all produce varying degrees of inconsistency.

5.2.6 Summary

Each model was evaluated or run on a number of bench mark cases. The final

evaluations with assigned rankings are given in the following matrix:
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REFLECTION AGAINST SEAWALL

x/L

Figure 5.10: Wave reflection tests against wall.
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Figure 5.11: Wave reflection tests against bottom slope.
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Figure 5.12: Condition of collinear wave-current interaction.

Figure 5.13: Condition of shearing wave-current interaction.
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of collinear wave-current interaction.
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SHEARING (height)
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of shearing wave-current interaction (height).
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SHEARING (angle)
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of shearing wave-current interaction (angle).
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Table 5.3
Case HM I HM II EM I EM II PM

Governing equation M 0 0 0 M

Programming ease 0 M 0 M 0
Numerical stability M X X X 0

Computational time X X 0 M 0

Shoaling 0 0 0 0 0
Refraction M 0 M 0 M

Diffraction (normal) 0 0 0 0 0
Diffraction (oblique) 0 0 X 0 M

Reflection (vertical) 0 — 0 — —

Reflection (slope) 0 — 0 — —

Current (collinear) M 0 0 0 0

Current (refraction) X 0 M 0 X
0: good M: marginal X: bad —: not applicable



CHAPTER 6
SURF ZONE MODEL

The flow properties in surf zone are utmost complex owing to the strong in¬

teractions among motions induced by waves, currents, and turbulence. The present

knowledge on surf zone dynmaics is still inadequate and most of the models are rather
rudimentary. Most numerous developments in the study of wave breaking have been
made by approximation of the wave energy dissipation. These models can be classi¬
fied into two groups: one is based on the similarity of the wave breaking process with
other hydraulic phenomena such as a hydraulic jump (Dally et al., 1984), a tidal bore

(Battjes and Janssen, 1978), etc., and the other is based on estimation of the eddy
viscosity (Mizuguchi, 1980) or turbulence (Izumiya and Horikawa, 1984).

In this chapter a simple surf zone model is presented. This model is based on the
consideration of wave energy balance and wave action conservation so that the wave-

current interaction is fully taken into account. The model is capable of predicting
wave decay and yields quasi-three dimensional mean current profiles both in the
across-shore and longshore directions. The model is presented in analytical form for
the case of two dimensional gradually-sloped bottoms. Numerical scheme for general

topographic applications including the wave diffraction effects is presented in latter
chapters in conjunction with the nearshore circulation model.

Section 6.1 modifies the wave energy equation given in Chapter 3 for surf zone

application with the addition of an energy dissipation term. In Section 6.2, the
validity of wave action equation in surf zone is established. Subsequent sections are

devoted to solve decays of wave heights, mean surface currents, and mean set-ups in

surf zone. Whenever possible, the results are compared with available experiemental

70
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data.

6.1 Time-Averaged Wave Energy Equation in Surf Zone

It is assummed here that the surf zone is coherent in that the essential wave-like

periodic motion is retained and is quasi-stationary when time-averaged over wave

period. Furthermore, the turbulent motions are of much smaller time scale that it
effect on the flow of interest can be simply treated as a dissipative force menifested

by an eddy viscosity term. Thus, the familar Navier Stokes’ equation of the following
form can be applied:

fr+v(^+p+^) = (VxU)xU+I/V2u (6,1)
where n is the total viscosity coefficient including the eddy viscosity due to turbulence.
Let the surface displacement and the velocity vector, U(u,u, w), be decomposed into

mean value, wave and turbulent fluctuations, which are distinguished by subscripts c

and w, and prime, respectively; thus,

TJ = fj -f T) = T]c + T)w + Tl' (6.2)

U = Ü + U^Ue + U^ + U' (6.3)

where the superscript'^ used to denote turbulent averaging. After turbulent-averaging

Eq. (6.1) becomes

f + V(f + 5 + SÍ¡)=(VxÚ)xÚ + 1/,V2Ú (6’4)
The superscript ~ is omitted hereafter.

Taking the scalar product of U(tf,u,tu) with the respective terms in the Navier
Stokes equation and summing the products give the energy equation with dissipation

L {M+v ■ M+?+*2>i}^=-L«u •v2u¿z <6-5>
by applying the kinematic boundary conditions at the free surface and the bottom,

H, - % “ u' = 0
w\-h + U • Vhh = 0
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and letting p equal to zero at the surface, we obtain,

I£$*+*4+• />4+?++L *u ■v’vdz -0 <6-6>
again, utilizing the Leibnitz’ rule of integration. This equation is similar to the
wave energy equation given by Eq. (3.26) with the additional disspative term. This

disspative term is in the form of a energy flux and can be treated as a head loss term

in the context of Bernoulli equation, i.e.,

V = JV vtU ■ V2Udz = Vh ■f glXJdz (6.7)
here 1 is the head loss due to turbulence. Equation (6.6) can then be expressed as

h jy>+*4+v* • />44++gi)]iz=° (6-8)
Following the same procedures in Chapter 3 by taking time average over wave

period, an energy equation similar to that of Eq. (3.38) can be obtained,
F) F
— + Vfc-(Ufc£) = 0 (6.9)

Here the transport velocity U/j is the counter part of (Cg + U — ^Ctk/cr) in Eq.

(3.38). Here, the last term can be dropped because of the quasi-steady assumption
made here. Clearly, this transport velocity is different from the non-dissipative case

and can be represented by

ufc = Cg + Ü + CgD (6.10)

where the first two terms constitute the transport velocity due to non-dissipative

forces much the same as in Eq. (3.38) whereas the last term manifests the effect due

to dissipative force. This term, in general, should be negative indicating a reduced
energy flux due to dissipation. In theory, it can be estimated from the time-averaged
energy dissipation term can be estimated following the definition,

V* • (CgdE) = D (6.11)
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where D is the time-averaged dissipation given by

D = T j/tU • V2Udz = Vfc ■ r glVdz
J-h J-h

6.2 Wave Action Equation in Surf Zone

In this section, the wave action equation given in Eq. (3.41) is shown to be also

valid even in the presence of strong turbulence. It is assumed here that the dynamic
free surface boundary condition given in Eq. (3.10) is still valid with the inclusion

of a head loss term. Following the approach by Kirby (1983), a virtual work term

is proportional to W^f- is introduced to represent the head loss, where W is an

positive undefined coefficient indicating the strength of the dissipation. We examine
this approach. The dynamic free surface boundary condition then becomes

Vw = _ii±Zl[(^)t + Vh<j)c • VM (6.12)
9

which is divided into two secular components that should be separately satisfied,

A = -g— (6.13)
ftA
—+ Ü,.VA = 0 (6.14)

where crD = (1 -f W){u> — Ü, • k). The subscript, s, denotes the mean water surface
level. The kinematic free surface boundary condition also yields

a\) = (1 -f W)<7fctanh k(h + r¡c)

| + v-(0.») = o

(6.15)

(6.16)

Combining Eq. (6.14) and Eq. (6.16), we obtain the following wave action equation
which is valid in the surf zone:

d.pgH2 r pg H2a¡(f^) + v(u'T^) = 0 (6.17)

This equation enables us to estimate the surface velocity in the surf zone once the
wave height decay rate can be established.
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6.3 Wave Height Transformation in Surf Zone

Waves break when their height reaches a certain limiting value relative to their

length or water depth as a result of wave shoaling on a slope. The broken waves

normally keep breaking as the water depth decreases, finally reaching the shoreline.
Svensen et al. (1978) divided the breaking zone into inner and outer regions: From
the breaking point and for some distance shoreward, it is the outer region where a

violent transition of the wave slope takes place large scale vortices are formed in this

region. After outer region, the inner region begins as the wave becomes very similar
to a tidal bore or a hydraulic jump. However, this wave breaking process not yet

been fully clarified since the strong currents and turbulence are generated by the
broken waves, and interacted with wave breaking. In this section, we suggest the

new approach which takes account of the wave-current interaction in the surf zone.

Differently from most of the existing wave breaking models, this new model provides
the analytical expression of wave height over the wave breaking zone.

The wave energy equation given in Eq. (6.9), when expressed in terms of wave

height, can be written as

í(pg—~) + V* ■ [(Cg + Ü + CgD)ra-^] = 0 (6.18)at (Tjj o <T£) 0

Now, again we assume that the surf zone retains a quasi-steady state when integrated
over wave period, then the slowly varying flow properties become time independant,
and the absolute frequency becomes a constant. Accordingly, Eq. (6.18) becomes

Vh ■ [(Cg + O + CgD)f— ] = 0 (6.19)8 <Jd

and applying the wave action equation in the steady state, the wave energy equation
in the surf zone is reduced to

v* • [(Cg + CgD)ff] = 0o
(6.20)
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The quantity corresponding to the dissipative force is assumed here to be proportional
to group velocity at the breaking point, Cgb, since wave height is known to decrease
steadily within the surf zone; therefore,

CgD = ~/3Cgb (6.21)

where (3 is a positive coefficient. Equation (6.20) now becomes

V* • (Cg’ytfVo) = 0 (6.22)
where the real relative group velocity in the turbulent surf zone is estimated by

Cg* = Cg — /3Cgb (6.23)

Equation (6.22) is the final form of the proposed energy transformation model. This
model has only unknown coefficient, namely, the dissipation coefficient, ¡3 and is

applicable to the general three-dimensional topography and any arbitraly incident
wave angles.

An analytical expression can be obtained for two-dimensional beaches of uniform

slopes. Equation (6.22) becomes

= 0 (6.24)

where x axis is directed onshore. The cross shore component of the above equation

gives,

d_
dx

H2
(Cg-/3Cgb)—

&D

H2 ~ —

cos 0(/3Cgb — Cg)

Applying the dynamic free surface boundary condition given in Eq. (6.14) in 2-D
steady state condition, we have <td proportional to the wave height in surf zone.

Equation (6.25) can be written as

H = Ph_
cos 9(/3Cgb - Cg)

(6.26)
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with pjj determined later. 9 can be determined by Snell’s law as

9 = sin 1(Casm0o/Co) (6.27)

where Ca = u/k is an absolute phase speed. Equation (6.26) is non-dimesionized as

H_ = 1 Ph
Hb HbCgb cos 6((3 - Cg')

(6.28)

where Cg' = Cg/Cgb. Now we apply two boundary conditions; H/Hb = 1 at a

breaking point d/db = 1, and H/Hb = H's where Cg becomes zero. We then obtain

H H's
Hb cos 6[1 — Cg'{ 1 — H'J cos 9b)}

Applying shallow approximation to Cg' gives

(6.29)

H Hi (6.30)
Hb cos 6 1 — y/d'( 1 — H'J cos Oh)

where d' = d/db and d is defined as a total water depth, (h -f r¡c). Of the three

parameters H', Ph and /? only one is independent If the value of H's is determined by

experiement the other two are solved by,

cos 0bH'
Ph =

P =

cos 6b — H's
cos 0b

cos 0b — H'

HbCgb (6.31)

(6.32)

Figure 6.1 plots the dimensionless wave height in the surf zone for different P val¬
ues. Figure 6.2 shows the comparison between the present theory and the laboratory
data by Horikawa and Kuo (1966). The dimensionless values of the wave height at

the shoreline H'3, are determined from the data; they are 0.22, 0.18, 0.14 and 0.14,

respectively, for slopes of 1/20, 1/30, 1/65 and 1/80. It was found that the experi¬
mental values of H'3 can be closely approximated by \/tan a with a being the slope
of the beach. Extensive laboratory experiments have shown that the pattern of wave

height decay across the surf zone is strongly a function of the beach slope.
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Wave Breaking
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Figure 6.1: Effect of a parameter (3 on the dimensionless wave height in the surf zone,
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Figure 6.2: Comparison with laboratory experiments presented by Horikawa and Kuo
(1966).
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Figure 6.3: Comparison between theoretical and numerical results.



In the full 3-D model, Eq. (6.22) has to be employed. It is solved numerically

either implicitly or explicitly depending upon whether one treats Cg-/3Cgb as a group

velocity (implicit) or solves D independently by the explicit expression of Eq. (6.10).
It is suggested that the implicit scheme be used for uniform slope cases and the explicit
scheme for more complicated topographies.

Figure 6.3 compares the numerical results with the theroretical curves for the
case with ¡3=1.28 (or H'$ = 0.22) corresponding to a uniform slope of 1/20. Since the
dimensionless wave weights from the numerical compuatation are expressed as

Hjsy = J H?
Hh cose 1 - cfi'( 1 - //¡2/ccsi),)

and from the theoretical model based on Eq. (6.30) the following relation has to be

used to compare them,

where the subsripts m and t denote numerical and theoretical values, respectively.

6.4 Surface Currents in Surf Zone

The main mechanism responsible for current generation inside the surf zone is

suggested to be due to the excess wave-induced momentum also known as the radia¬
tion stresses. Vertical circulations are known to exist as a consequence mass balance

to maintain a quasi-steady state. Solution conerning longshore current and its dis¬
tribution was originally obtained by Longguet-Higgins (1970) and later modified and
refined by numerious other investigators. The model was based on the balance be¬
tween the friction forces and gradients in the radiation stress. Cross-shore current

modeling is more recent effort based on such ideas as wave set-up, undertow, etc. In
this section, the surface current vectors in the surf zone containing both cross shore
and longshore components are solved by the applications of wave action equation and
the steady state wave energy equation:
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V.[(0Cgb-Cg)T—] = 0 (6.35)

Elimilating from the above equations we obtain a pair of simple equations for
surface currents,

u, = pQ cos 0(PCgb - Cg) (6.36)

v, = Pl sin 0(PCgb - Cg) (6.37)

where u3 and v, denote, respectively, the cross-shore and longshore components of
surface current vector at the mean water level, U,; ft0 and are constants of pro-

portionarity. When expressed in terms of wave height the above pair of equations
become,

= PoPh~^ (6.38)

v, = PlPh
sin# <xd

T^elp (6.39)

which shows that while both onshore and longshore current components are inversely

proportional to the wave height sqaured, only longshore component is a function of
wave angle. The surface current equations can be more conveniently expressed in
non-dimensional forms,

ua = Po cos 0(P - Cg') (6.40)

and

u' = pLsmd0(P - Cg') (6.41)

where u'a = u,/Cgb and Cg' = Applying the shallow water condition, we have,
u'a = Po cos 6(P — Vh') (6-42)
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Figure 6.4: Effect of a parameter 8 on the dimensionless surface onshore current in
the surf zone.
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Figure 6.5: Effect of a parameter (3 on the dimensionless surface longshore current in
the surf zone.
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of longshore current with laboratory experiments presented
by Visser (1991).
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- Vh') (6.43)

Figure 6.4 illustrates the effect of f3 on the dimensionless surface onshore current

given by Eq. (6.42). Unfortunately, no experimental data are available at present.

Figure 6.5 illustrates the effect of ¡3 on the dimensionless surface longshore current

given by Eq. (6.43). Figure 6.6 compares the theory with the laboratory longshore
current data measured by Visser (1991). It should be pointed out here that the

Visser’s data are depth-averaged and theory is for surface current. In the longshore

direction, however, one expects the vertical distribution to be rather uniform as will
be shown in Chpater 7. The theory appears to fit the data remarkably well. One

of the major advantages of the present model is that it requires only one empirical

coefficient to control the magnitude and eliminates the troublesome mixing coefficient

appeared in most of the existing theories. In order to fit the data one often has to
assume large mixing strength without justification.

6.5 Set-Up and Set-Down

The wave set-up in the surf zone is solved here by the equation of ‘the kinematic

conservation of intrinsic frequency’ and the steady state continuity,

V • {VaH) = 0

V • [Ü(¿ + Vc)} = 0

It is assumed here that the magnitude of the depth-averaged return current beneath
the mean water level, Ü is proportional to the onshore surface current, U,, then

H = k(x)(h + Vc) (6.44)

where k(x) is, in general, a spatial dependent coefficient. If k(x) is a constant across

the surf zone, the above equation is simply the frequently adopted extension of Miche’s
criterion. From Eq. (6.44) the set up is solved as

H

/c(a:)
- h (6.45)
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or in non-dimensional form,

, /c(x = £&) t u, f ^
Vc = —-73—H ~ h (6-46)

where 77' = rjc/hf, and Xf, indicates the breaking point. Here the definition of the mean

water level is limited to the where the bed is at all times covered by water. The set-up

or set-down can be computed at once when the wave height within the surf zone is

determined. Figure 6.7 illustrates the effect of fl on the dimensionless set-up given

by Eq. (6.46) for a constant k over the surf zone.

There is one notable feature of the model that is generally lacking in most of

the existing models. The model predicts rather mild, sometimes near constant, set-

down in the transition zone immediately after breaking point where the wave height

drops sharply. This phenomenon referred to as transition region ‘paradox’ has been
noted as a significant feature in the transition region (Basco and Yamashita, 1986;

Thieke,1988). The conventional theory of balancing the momentum due to radiation
stress should produce a jump of set-up in the transition region where wave height
reduces sharply. Laboratory data, on the other hand, showed nearly contant set-down
across the transition region where the wave height is reduced nearly proportional to

the reduction of water depth. This phenomenon will be further clarified in Section

7.2.3 through the momentum balance.
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Figure 6.7: Effect of a parameter f3 on the dimensionless set-up in the surf zone.



CHAPTER 7
MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR WAVE-INDUCED CURRENTS

A prominent feature in the nearshore zone is the wave induced current circulation.
It is commonly accepted that the primary driving force is the wave induced radia¬

tion stress first introduced by Longuet-Higgins and Stewart (1961). Modelling this

circulation has since advanced considerably from the earlier development by Noda et

al. (1974) and Ebersole and Dalrymple (1979). Both of these earlier models were

driven by a wave refraction model with no current feedback. In recent years, Yoo and
O’Connor (1986b) developed a coupled wave-induced circulation model baaed upon

what could be classified as a hyperbolic type wave equation; Yan (1987) and Winer

(1988) developed their interaction models based upon parabolic approximation of the
wave equation. All these models employed the depth-averaged formulations which
have three major deficiencies 1) the surface effects due to wave-current interaction,
which generally is very strong, are being neglected; 2) the bottom friction is expressed
in terms of the mean velocity which makes the model unrealistic in areas where the

current profile is strongly three dimensional but the mean current could be small
such as in the surf zone and 3) the convective acceleration terms are also depth-

averaged which has the same problem as (2). Recently, de Vriend and Stive (1987)
improved the nearshore circulation model by employing a quasi-three dimensional

technique. This technique is very attractive to accomodate the surf zone in which
the depth-averaged model is no longer valid but the full three-dimensional modelling
is currently not attainable. In this chapter, this apprach of quasi-three dimensional

modelling is adopted by developing a circulation model combining depth-integrated

properties with vertical profiles.

88
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In Section 7.1, the fundamental conservation equations of mass and momentum

time-averaged over turbulent scale are presented. In Section 7.2, the depth-integrated

formulations serving as the basic equations for a quasi-three dimensional circulation

model are derived. An amended form of radiation stress is presented and the exis¬

tence of the surface advection terms is verified through comparisons with wave energy

equation. Section 7.3 develops a new model prescribing turbulence-induced vertical

current distributions in surf zone. This model employing the surface current bound¬

ary conditions given in Chapter 6 yields circulation patterns in both cross-shore and

longshore directions. Finally, in Section 7.4, a quasi-three dimensional model suitable

for the entire nearshore zone is developed by linking the depth-integrated model to

the surf zone model.

7.1 Turbulence-Averaged Governing Equations

The strong presence of turbulence is a prominent feature in surf zone. Con¬

sequently, the fundamental equations governing the fluid motion should also in¬

clude the turbulent effects. This is usually accomplished with the introduction of

Reynolds stresses by time averaging over the turbulent fluctuations. Accordingly,

the turbulence-averaged governing equations are presented here. Again, the basic

equations are: the continuity equation for incompressible fluid,

du dv dw
dx dy + dz

= 0 (7.1)

the horizontal momentum equations,

du duu duv duw
dt+dx + dy^ dz
dv dvu dvv dvw
dt+dx + dy^ dz

1 dp 1, dTxx dTyX drzx.
pdx p dx dy dz
1 dp 1 drxy dryy dr.
p dy ^ p ^ dx

+
dy

+
•zy

dz )

(7.2)

(7.3)

and the vertical momentum equation,

dw dwu dwv dww
dt + dx + dy ^ dz

1 d(p + pgz) , l,dTxz ( dryz , drzz, /(y ^

p d~z +7^ + ~di+ dz ’
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Let velocity vector, U(u, v, w), be decomposed into mean velocity, wave and turbulent

fluctuations, which will be distinguished by bar, hat and prime, respectively; thus,

U = Ü + U' = Uc + U«, + U' (7.5)

where the superscript”is used to denote ensemble-averaging. The characteristic time-

scales of the three components are assumed to be quite different, therefore no cor¬

relation between them is considered. In general, the time scale of the turbulent

fluctuations is considerably shorter than the wave period. Turbulent-averaging Eqs.

(7.1-7.4) results in

dit dv dw
dx + dy dz

(7.6)

dv. düü düv düw
i 1 1

dt dx dy dz
dv dvu dvv dvw
dt + dx + dy + dz

dw dwü dwv dww
dt + dx + dy ^ dz

1 dp 1, dfxx dTyX dfzx.
Jdi + pi_&T + ~df + ~d7}
1 dp . 1 , dbXy . ^Tyy dfZy ■

p dy p dx dy dz
1 d(p + pgz) 1 df^ dfy,
p dz p dx dy

(7.7)

(7.8)

d-t) <7-9>
where f includes the Reynolds stresses due to turbulence flow.

7.2 Horizontal Circulation Model

The governing equations for the horizontal circulation model are obtained after

depth integration and wave-averaging. In order to protect from losing the Eulerian
mean quantities at the mean water level, the depth integration is taken prior to

wave-averaging them.

7.2.1 Depth-Integrated and Time-Averaged Equation of Mass

Integrating Eq. (7.1) over depth, hereafter omitting the tildes, we get

dp n du n dv , dp d n . d n
¥ + L didz + L a^Jz=m+Tx L udz + TyLvdz

rdp dp dp . r dh dh .

+IW ++'vai ‘^ + [“ai +vTy+ wU = 0 (7.10)
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employing the kinematic boundary conditions at surface and bottom,

dr¡
dt

+ */>+£/: vdz — 0 (7.11)

Now let the turbulence-averaged velocity vector, U(u, u, w), be decomposed into mean

velocity and wave fluctuation, which will be distinguished by the subscript c and w,

respectively; thus,

U = Uc + Uw (7.12)

V = Vc + Vw (7.13)

where Um is the residual wave fluctuation which can be removed through the process of

wave-averaging, and Uc is the time-averaged value of velocity which can be measured

by a particle moving with the residual wave fluctuation. The velocity of a particular
water particle with a mean position of (xi,Zi) is U(xx + (,,zx + £), where ( and £ are

locations of the trajectory of the particle moving with the residual wave fluctuation.

The trajectory is supposed to be closed. Then, we obtain the time-averaged value of

velocity, Uc, as

Uc(xi,zi) = U(xi + zi + £)dt

Substituting Eq. (7.12) into Eq. (7.11),

T? + S' Í («c + uw)dz + S- f (vc + vw)dz = 0at ox J-h ay J-h
(7.14)

then expanding in a Taylor series at y = T)c which is a mean water surface level, and

taking the time-average,

Qji Q r rvc d \ fVc

-W+dx [J-h ^Uc + Uw^dz + + [J_h (Uc + v*>)dz + = 0 (7-15)
Removing the wave fluctuations, this equation can be simplified as

~dt ~dx J-h Ucdz + + d~y I-h Vcdz + W),,e = 0 (7'16)
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The wave components are given in terms of wave characteristics such as wave height,

wave number and frequency by linear wave theory as follow:

dyc d pc d n* dMx dMy^ / ucdz + / vcdz + + -7-^ = 0at ox J-h ay J-h ox aydy

where the x and y components of mass flux are defined as

E'kx ., E'h,

(7.17)

(7.18)
po po

E' is defined as pgH2/S same as in Chapter 3. The 4th and 5th terms are considered

the mass transport above the mean water level in the mass conservation.

7.2.2 Depth-Integrated and Time-Averaged Equations of Momentum

Integrating the left hand side of Eq. (7.7) over the depth using the Leibnitz’s

rule, omitting the tildes, yields
n ,du duu duv duw.

LHS /i ou óuu duv■hr dt dx "** dydy dz ■)dz

d_
dy

dr, d n , on
= — / udz + —— / uudz + — / uvdz

dt J-h dx J-h dy J-h
dh
dx

. .dr] dy dr} dh dh~u\vl-é + u7n + v*r- Hi + + H-fc (7-19)' dt dx dy

By the kinematic boundary conditions,

dy

d n an an
LHS = — / udz + -x~ uudz + -r- / uvdz

dt J-h dx J-h dy J-h

d d_
dy (7.20)

Integrating the right hand side of Eq. (7.7) assuming that no horizontal viscous stress

exist yields
In, dp drz

RHS
1 n, dp arzx

1 í d P A . I 9ll . I 9h
= -A-diLpdz+pUdi + pUai + TWx~TB- (7.21)

where twx = Tzx\v is a wind stress in the x direction and tbx = Tzx\_h is the bottom
friction. Combining Eqs. (7.20) and (7.21) gives

¿ f udz + -£- f uudz + 4- T uvdzdt J-h dx J-h dy J-h
1

P

d n , .ay .ah,
-d-xLviz++-TB■

dy dh
(7.22)



Substituting U defined in Eq. (7.12) into the LHS, we have

LHS =Q^j h(uc + uw)dz + — y h(uc + uw)2dz + Q-J fc(«c + uw){vc + vw)d.d_
dy

(7.23)

The time-averaged quantities for the LHS is also obtained by expanding 7/ in Taylor

series at the mean water level, r)c, and taking time averaging over waver period,

0 rvc d fVc o d /‘,JcLHS = -57 / ucdz + -z- uzdz + — / ucvcdzat J-h ox J-h ay J-h
d ncd . 0 nc

+TxLuliz + TyLU'‘V'‘izw dy
dd d

ui)|?7c "I" ^^(2í/tu^c^u;)|rjc “I" \j]w(’UcVVJ -(- VcUw}]1jc (7.24)
The time-averaged quantities for the RHS are,

RHS = -

P

d n . -¡—Oh
diLpiz+pl-hdi+Tw’-TB-

dh
(7.25)

where the pressure at the free surface was assumed to be zero. The pressure term on

the RHS requires some special attention as it is composed of a time averaged pressure

due to mean flow and a time averaged pressure due to the wave motion. The time

averaged mean flow pressure can be obtained from the vertical momentum equation

after some mathematical manipulations,

p(z) = -pwl(z) + pg(t]c - z)

then, the total pressure is given as

P = P + Pw = -pwl(z) + pg(r]c ~z) + pgpwKp(z)

where Kp is the pressure response factor given by linear wave theory,
cosh k(h + z)

p cosh k(h + rjc)

Substituting Eq (7.27) into the RHS yields

(7.26)

(7.27)

(7.28)

RHS = -

P L

Q rr)

~dx J-S~pW^ + P9^e + P9VwKp{z))dz
dh

+/95f(J7c + h)— + TWx - tbx (7.29)
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Taking the time-average gives,

1 f d P-
RHS = “ip

p lox

rVc d
J h pwl{z)dz - pg(r]c + h)-^(r]c + h)-

pgdrjj
2 dx

dh
+pg(rjc 4- - TBx

1

P

d pc

dx J_h pw2w{z)dz - pg(rjc + h)-^ -
% pgdrjl

2 dx
+ TWx — TBi (7.30)

Finally the depth-integrated and time-averaged momentum equation in the x

direction is obtained;

dp* , d Pc o , d p-dp- . d Pe 2 . d Pc .
— / ucdz + -Z- ucdz + — / ucvcdzdt J-h dx J-h dy J-hdy

d pc d pc
+•5- / u2wdz + -^~ uwvwdzdx J-h dy J-h

d d
4"

Qt |rjc 4" (2,T]wUcUw) I^e + g^[TJw{ucvw 4" vcuw)]r¡c
^ j-h pW^^dZ ~ P9^c + k)

% pg dyl '
4- TWx — tBx (7.31)dx 2 dx

When the following definitions representing the excess momentum fluxes are intro¬
duced

Sxx = P [JJCk(ul ~ wDdz 4- f’/i 4- 2uc(tjc)tiwuw(t]c)
Syx = uwvwdz 4- uc(t}c)tjwvw(t]c) + vc(r)c)r}wuw(T)c)

Equation (7.31) can be expressed as

dp- d pcdp- , d p- o , d p- .
— / ucdz 4- TT- / ucdz +á~ ucvcdzdt J-h dx J-h dy J-h

1 dSxx 1 dSyx ,, v dr/c t\vx tbx «
4-—4- —4- g{h 4- r¡c)~z 4- — = 0

p dx p dy dx p p

The momentum equation in the y direction can be similarly obtained,

d pc d pc d pcd pc , d pc d p-
— / vcdz + -r- / ucvcdz + ^~ v,dt J-h dx J-h dy J-h

+-
IdS.xy

4-
1 dS„

dy
dr)c

dz

. , P+g(h + n')^-T-^ + ^ = °p dx p dy dy p p

(7.32)

(7.33)

(7.34)

(7.35)
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'yy [f_h (vi ~ wl)dz + + 2v‘ (Vc)VwVw(Vc)] (7.36)

SXy uwvwdz + vc(rjc)r]wuw( t]c) + uc(r]c)riwvw(r]c)j (7.37)
For the case of linear wave and mild slope, the radiation stress terms can be expressed

in terms of wave charateristics as

Sxx = E'[n(cos29 + 1) — ^ + 2cos0^-] (7.38)

Sxy = SyX = £'[sin 6(n cos 6 + —) + cos 0^] (7.39)
Syy = ^'[«(sin2 0 + 1) — ^ + 2sin<?-^] (7.40)2 G

where n = Cg/C and u, and v, are the time-averaged current velocity at mean water

level.

7.2.3 Roles of New Surface Advection Terms in Radiation Stress

The radiation stresses as derived above differ from classic definitions given by

Longuet-Higgins and Stewart (1961) with the additional terms arising from the avec-

tion near the surface. These new terms have a number of important roles as will be

elaborated here.

The first is related to the physical role. It is generally accepted that longshore

current inside the surf zone is induced by excess radiation stresses. According to the

classic definition, the calculated longshore current distribution within the surf zone

is triangular increasing linearly with distance from the shoreline up to the breaking

point and then ending there abruptly (Longuet-Higgins, 1970). In order to smooth the
distribution to more realistically represent the actual observation an artifical lateral

mixing term is introduced. Unrealistically large mixing coefficients are often required
fit the actual data (Bowen, 1969; Svensen and Putrevu, 1990). The new definition

completely eliminates the need of the mixing term and yields good agreement with the
observations as shown in Chapter 6. The second and of more fundamental importance
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is the fact that the new definition gives the correct form of wave energy transformation

in the presence of current.

Consider waves approaching a straight coastline at an angle, and being absorbed

by breaking in the surf zone. Since energy E and momentum M are conserved, the

following relation is exact regardless of the theory of waves.

dE
_ dM

dt ~ °a dt (7.41)

where C'a is the y-directional velocity of a fluid body which is Ca¡ sin 9. Here Ca is
defined by u/k and yet C has been defined by a/k. dE/dt and dM/dt are clearly

equal to dFx/dx and dSxy/dx, respectively. The a;-axis is directed onshore, and y-axis

alongshore in accordance with a right-handed system. Hence,

0FX Ca dSxJxy

dx sin 9 dx

Substituting Eq. (7.39), we have

dFT Ca d
dx sin 9 dx

The energy flux was expressed in Chapter 3 by

^£'[sin 9{cos On + ^-) + cos 0^-]^

u>

Fx = (u, + Cg cos 9)—E'
(X

then Eq. (7.43) gives the relation

¿(cos^fiO =0
This gives the expression of the longshore current as follows.

cos 9-^lP = Const
G

n
v. = Const-

(7.42)

(7.43)

(7.44)

(7.45)

(7.46)

(7.47)
cos 9H2

By using the expression of wave height given in Eq. (6.25) in the shallow water,

v3 = Const— Vh) (7-48)
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This expression is consistent with Eq. (6.43). Therefore, this relation between energy

and momentum conservations demonstrates the validity of surf zone model stated in

Chapter 6. In addition, it also presents that the surface advection terms have to be

included in the radiation stresses of second order if currents exist.

Now we consider the case when waves propagate normal to the beach including

the effect of bottom friction. Assuming a uniform return flow the depth-integrated

momentum equation given in Eq. (7.34) can be expressed as:

dQx , 9QI d ( Ml 1 dSxx , ,L , , tBx+ &T - ai{irvJ + +9{ ++T = 0dt (7.49)

where Qx is a mean flow rate per unit width defined as uc(h + T]c). Under steady state

condition Qx = Qx + Mx becomes zero, therefore, the above equation is simplified to

1 dSXx . /t . \@Vc . TBx n

--gr + s(/. +^ + T = °
where the radiation stress is the same as defined by Phillips (1969),

(7.50)

Sxx P /Vc _2 — \(]y -f- —77^ — —V>w)*Z+2TIw h + T]c
(7.51)

This radiation stress is estimated by the linear wave theory as

s- - ^Kcos^ + 1)-5
Assuming H = K,(h + r]c) over the surf zone, the bottom stress is given as

4 + k2 drjc k2 dh
4 dx + 4 dx (7.52)

Neglecting the first term which may be responsible for the rhythmic bar generation,
and assuming dr]c/dx <C dh/dx in the left hand side the above equation is simplied
as

tbx = ~pg(h + Vc)
3/c2 dh

8 dx (7.53)
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Assuming a thin boundary layer with relatively low viscosity, the bottom mean ve¬

locity, ug, may be estimated in terms of wave characteristics by

TgZ = pF\uorb\ug

similar to that proposed by Longuet-Higgins (1970). Here |uori,| is defined as (u^+v*)
at the bottom which is approximated as gH/2C by linear wave theory. Applying this

to Eq.(7.53), the bottom velocity existing a thin bottom layer is obtained,

Ug
3(/t + T}c) dh

9K
8.F|uori,| dx

J_cdh
4F dx (7.54)

This bottom velocity is against the slope, thus is in the onshore direction opposite to

the undertow flow. This onshore stream flow has been discussed by Phillips (1977)

and has been measured. Figure 7.1 shows the laboratory measurement by Hwung

and Lin (1990) revealing the onshore flow in a thin bottom layer. Second order

approximation to the steady streaming and Eulerian current under progressive waves

over a flat bottom are obtained as

(7.55)

which has similarity with expression of the bottom current given in Eq. (7.54).
7.3 Vertical Circulation Model

The local imbalance between the depth-varying momentum flux and the depth

uniform set-up force is known to be the driving force for causing vertical circulation.

This driving mechanism was originally postulated by Nielsen and Sorensen (1970) and
was first analytically treated in a thesis by Dally (1980). Svensen (1984) developed a

theoretical model using the first order approximation technique in describing breaking

waves, and Hansen and Svensen (1984) further incorperated the effect of the bottom

boundary layer in the solution. More recently, several other ideáis have been suggested.
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Figure 7.1: Vertical profile of cross-shore currents measured by Hwung and Lin (1990).
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Okayasu et al. (1988) estimated the undertow profiles based on the assumed mean

shear stress and eddy viscosity, and Yamashita et al. (1990) developed a numerical

model which consists of surface and inner layers. Here, the theoretical undertow

and longshore current models are carried further over straight parallel contours as

described below.

7.3.1 Theoretical Undertow Model

The vertical circulation model of a steady, two-dimensional motion in the x-z

plane begins with the turbulent-averaged equations of momentum conservation and
the wave-and turbulent-averaged equation of mass conservation. Assuming a steady,

two-dimensional motion in the x-z plane, Eq. (7.17) becomes,

£(Qx + Mx)= 0 (7.56)
where

Qx = / ucdz (7.57)

The depth-integrated discharge of x component, Qx, can be expressed by the mass

flux since the depth-integrated total mass flux has to be zero in the steady. That is,

Qx = -Mx (7.58)

Integrating Eq. (7.7) over depth omitting the tildes hereafter, and applying the
Leibnitz’s rule yields

d_
dt

rv d n
/ udz + —— / uudz — uwL

Jz dx Jz

(7.59)

where any horizontal viscous stresses are assumed not to exist. The vertical shear
stress is assumed to be expressed in the form

du
T~ = pVtTz (7.60)
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where vt is total kinematic viscosity, which is composed of both eddy and molecular

viscosities. The shear stress at surface, is assumed only due to wind stress tw-

Separating the velocity into the current and wave components, we have,

~J (uc + uw)dz + -^J2 (uc + «tu)2dz - (uc + uw)(wc + ww)\z
= i J (-pwl(z) + pg(T)c - z) + pgT¡wKp(z))dz + tWx - ptyt-^~(uc + uw)\M

(7.61)

Taking time-average, Eq. (7.61) becomes
d r>* d n*. 2 , , , drjwuw d ..

FtJz UcdZ + !hJz (Uc+UJdz+ dt \vc + dx^VroUeUw)\Vc
1 rd re —j pgdvl , , duC]'

= -p[di)z pw^dz ~ Y~dx ~ p9^Vc ~ Z^~dx + TWx ~ pv*~dz^\ (7.62)

The first and third terms on the left hand side becomes zero for steady state condition.

Assuming that the effect of mean current in the second term is small enough compared
the rest, Eq. (7.62) becomes

rjy<-w2^dz=-ftf+i* -»(* - +
d drjc TWx

- t't
due
dz U

(7.63)

In shallow water, the first term becomes

d inc— — j (Vc-z)dr 2nH2^
Tx l M - <)dz = [cos flT]

and the second term on the right hand side reduces to,

3 dH2

(7.64)

(7.65)
2 dx 16 dx

The first term on the right hand side can be determined by the depth-integrated

equation of momentum, Eq. (7.34), under the following assumptions; 1) the flow is
in steady state, and 2) the gradients of convective terms of mean flow are negligible,

Eq. (7.34), then, becomes
1 dSxdrjc

_

dx pg(h + rjc) [ dx
— TWx + TBx (7.66)
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In shallow water Sxx can be expressed in terms of wave height using linear wave

theory,

(7.67)

Substituting Eqs. (7.64-7.66) into Eq. (7.63) and nondimensionalizing by z' = (t/c —

z)/(rjc + h) results in,

vt duc , f g dH2
Tjc + h dz' z \ 16 dx

9 9 ( ñU’H\

9 dH1
16 dx +24<c°s(^t>+ TWx

P
(7.68)

According to the above equation, we can estimate the shear stress at the mean water

level,

duc
rjc + h dz' Vc

9 dH2
16 dx

n d . nusH\
+2»5i(cosVr)+

TWx

P
(7.69)

and the shear stress at the bottom,

vt 9uc
_ tBx

ilc + h dz' ~h p
(7.70)

Integrating Eq. (7.68) with respect to z' after replacing ut by an eddy viscosity ez

assumed to be constant, we get

uc(z') = Cxlzn + Cx2z' + Cx3 (7.71)

where

Cx2

cx3

i]c + h ( g dH2
2ez \ 16 dx

9 9 ( ou>H\29ai{cos6c T>
TWx

P

TBx,tb

P

T)c + h
£z

g dH2
16 dx +24<cos^t>+

(7.72)

(7.73)

(7.74)

where the vertical eddy viscosity, ez, will be estimated in Section 7.3.3. Substituting

Eq. (7.71) into Eq. (7.57), the TBX,tb term appeared in Eq. (7.72) can be expressed
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by

TBx,tb

P

6ez
Vc + h

9 dH2
16 dx 2Sgi(coS« C 8 )-

/>
(7.75)

where u = Qx/(T)c + /i).
The TBx,tb denotes the shear stress due to turbulence. A brief discussion on the

bottom velocity is given below. As shown in Section 7.2.3, a bottom streaming velocity

exists in a thin bottom layer. Thus, the bottom velocity contains two components,

Us = Us.ti + Uitrm (7.76)

where the first component represents the bottom velocity due to the wave breaking

induced turbulent flow and the second term is the stream velocity in the oscillatory

boundary. These two components generally are opposite to each other. The bottom

shear stress is also assumed to consist of two terms,

TB = TB,tb + TB,bf (7.77)

This decomposition, which simplifies the formulation of the vertical circulation model

considerably, is proven to be appropriate for determining the wave-induced currents

as long as the bottom boundary layer remains thin and is not much disturbed by the
turbulent motions originating from the surface wave breaking (Dong and Anastasiou,

1991). The first component representing shear stress induced by eddy viscosity and
is given by

TB,tb dV tb ,

\-h (7.78)
p Tjc + h dz'

where Ut(, is a vectorial expression of the turbulent-induced currents as given in Eq.

(7.71). The second term is the shear stress due to bottom drag given by,

7B,bf — pFc\uorb\i^B,tb "I" Uatrm) (7.79)

under the assumption of weak current. The vertical eddy viscosity will be estimated

in Section 7.3.3.
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7.3.2 Longshore Current Model

Integrating Eq. (7.8) over depth and applying Leibnitz’s rule yields

vdz + -^J vudz-vw\z = -[rZy(i])-TZy(z)] (7.80)
where the assumption has been made that the lateral mixing is negligible under small

current. The shear stress is assumed to be in the form of

TZy = pVt
dv
dz (7.81)

Again, the shear stress at surface, r(r/), is assumed to be due to wind stress tw only.

Separating the velocity into the current and wave components gives,
d n. _ d
dt jz

_ 1
~

P

fV O

J {vc + vw)dz + ^ J (vc + Vv,)(«c + Uw)dz - (vc + uw)(u;c + W„)|:
d r

TWy - PUt~fc{Vc + Vu (7.82)

Taking time-average, the above equation becomes
d p* d /•’><= , . , , dr]wvw. d . ..

J Vcdz -j- J (ucltc -J- VwUw)dz -f- ^ I^c -f- r±~(jlujVcU'w)\ricdx
d

, 1
"t" o ( fjw^c^w) |Tic

OX P

. dvc
TWy~ PVt~dz \z (7.83)

The first and third terms on the LHS become zero in steady state condition, and the

fourth and fifth terms also become zero as described in Section 7.2.3. Assuming the

first part in the second term which is due to mean properties is small, Eq. (7.83) is
reduced to

d * rWy dvc
— / vwuwdz = ut —
OX Jz p dz

In shallow water, the LHS becomes

pc
J vwuwdz =

d p‘ (T]c-z) d
dx

H2

(,„+Max'5108 "sin',T1

(7.84)

(7.85)

by linear wave theory. Substituting Eq. (7.85) into Eq. (7.84) and nondimensional-

izing by z‘ = (rjc - z)¡{r¡c + h) gives the following,
f/2 tr777~

(7.86)V\ dvc, , d r H2 TWy-\z> - -z cos 6 sin 0-^-J + —
TJC + h dz' 8
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The shear stress at the mean water level can then be obtained,

Vt dvc ■
_ TWy

T]c + h dz1 Vc p

as well as the shear stress at the bottom,

vt dvct ü„:„aH2^ , TWy

(7.87)

. , n~¡\-h — ” = -g-K-[cos6sm0—-] +
i]c + h dz' p ax 8 p

(7.88)dx 8

Integrating Eq. (7.86) over z' after replacing vt by eddy viscosity, ez, assumed to be

constant, we get

vc(z') = Cylz'2 + cy2z' + C,V3 (7.89)

where

Vc ~b h Í TWy . TBy,tb I
2£z \ p P J

Vc "b h T\Vy

Zz p

CyZ = V3

(7.90)

(7.91)

(7.92)

The depth-averaged mean longshore current is then obtained by

+ ^ + (7.93)
7.3.3 Estimation of Eddy Viscosity

The vertical eddy viscosity for both cross-shore and longshore components can

estimated here by using the same approach proposed by Peregrine and Svensen (1978).
Their appoach draws upon the similarities between breaking zone and turbulent wake
flows. The fomula for eddy viscosity assumes the followin form (de Vriend and Stive,

1987)

ez = iVz|uori,|(i7c + h) (7.94)

where Nz is an unknown coefficient.
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In this study, a coefficient, Nz, for both cross-shore and longshore components is

estimated by assuming that 1) the depth-averaged longshore current is proportional
to the surface longshore current, namely,

v = yv3

and 2) the turbulent shear stress can be expressed in terms of the depth-averaged
longshore current so that;

= Fw\u0rb\yv3
P

where 7 is a constant coefficient. From Eq. (7.93) we have

■yv, = v3- — +—Fw\u0rb\yv, (7.95)
bez

which yields

(7.96)
p Vc + h

If the turbulent-induced shear stress dominanates the bottom friction, the folllowing

relation can be obtained:

6ez

yc + h (1 -tH
1 sin#

~p~c7
D (7.97)

where D is the local rate of dissipation. Substituting the expression of longshore cur¬

rent at the surface level given in Eq. (6.37) into Eq. (7.97), we obtain the expression
of eddy viscosity,

Vc + h 6p(l - y)pLCa(f3Cgb - Cg) (7'98)
where the local rate of dissipation, D, and the absolute phase speed, Ca, are given by

D = -V-lfiCg^-E]rC (T

LÜ
=

k
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Based on the concept described in Chapter 6, Eq. (7.98) can be simplified as

s* 1 V • (KH/k)
r)c + h 24(1 - 7)/3l (1 - Cg/(pCgb))

Therefore, the coefficient, Nz, in Eq. (7.94) becomes

iy 1 V • (Km
2

24(1 -7)^(1 -Cg/(/3Cgb))

7.3.4 Theoretical Solutions

|^ori| (7.99)

(7.100)

In this subsection, theoretical solutions for the vertical velocity distributions are

presented in surf zone of a plane beach. Wind stress term is omitted in the solutions.
7.3.4.1 Undertow Model

According to Eq.(7.75), Eqs. (7.72-7.74) are rewritten here as

^ v 3 7h + hCxi = 3(u - ua) - P2 £z

a, =

Cx3 = U,

(7.101)

(7.102)

(7.103)

where

„ g dH2 0 d , au,H\p = Is aT_2sa;(cosi’cT)
~ gHdH 2 PPhPoÍI — fio)Hb

g m

u

8 dx

= —cos 6^-
scc¡

H2

8 C(t)c + h)
us = 0o cos 9(f3Cgb - Cg)

(7.104)

where m is a beach slope, and the wave angle is assumed to be nearly normal. The
velocity profile can then be calculated by Eq. (7.71). Four parameters are to be
designated; they are, 7: the ratio of mean current to surface current; (3: the dissipation
coefficient; f30: the onshore current magnitude coefficient; and f3L: the longshore
current magnitude coeffcient.
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Figure 7.2 shows the comparisions of the computed vertical profiles of the cross¬

shore current with that measured by Hansen and Svensen (1984). The test conditions

were: slope =1:34.25; Ha = 0.12m and T=1 sec. The parameters used in the compu¬

tations are: /? = 0.17; /?o=0.07; /?£,=5.0 and 7=0.982. The limiting wave height at

breaking point is determined by the Miche’s criterion with k=0.78. Figure 7.3 plots
the profile changes across the untire surf zone using the same paramters as given
above. In order to examine the effect of the advection term (the second term) given

in Eq. (7.104), the results when the term is neglected are also represented as dotted
lines in Figure 7.4. The effect seems to show the significant deviation from the mea¬

surements as it is close to the shoreline under the same input condition. However, the

difference also seems to show the overall agreement with the experiments by small

reduction of the 7 value as shown in Figure 7.4.

7.3.4.2. Longshore Current Model

According to Eq. (7.96), the coefficients in the longshore current model given in

Eqs. (7.90-7.92) are rewritten here as

Cy 1 = -3(1 - 7)u3 (7.105)

■P to II 0 (7.106)

Cy3 = vs (7.107)

where va = /?£, sin 0(/?(7<7fr — Cg) as obtained in Chapter 6. Figure 7.5 shows the

comparasions between computed profiles and the laboratory data measured by Visser

(1991). The test conditions were: slope=l : 10, H0 = 9.6cm, T = lsecand 90 = 16.4°.
The values of parameters are as follows; ¡3=0.2, /?£,=5.0, and 7=0.96. It is seen that

7 plays an important role. A maximum value 1 results in a uniform longshore current

profile whereas a limiting minimum value 2/3 results in a no-slip bottom velocity.
From the comparisons with experimental data, a value near 0.95 is suggested. Figure

7.6 plots the longshore current profile variations across the surf zone.

Figure 7.7 illustrates the three-dimensional current profiles inside the surf zone
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Cross-shore current

Figure 7.2: Vertical profiles of cross-shore current.
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Figure 7.3: Comparison with experiments presented by Hansen and Svensen (1984).
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Figure 7.4: Effect of the advection term in the undertow model.
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using the same conditions as Figure 7.4 with the exception the input wave is oblique

at 10° in deep water clockwise to the shoreline normal. The three-dimensional current

forms a clockwise spiral from top to bottom.

7.3.5 Model Adoption for General Three-Dimensional Topography

The theoretical models so far developed are for parallel contours. For irregular

bathymetries, boundary conditions the equation is required to get the surface velocity

as the surface boundary condition. Since solving another equation might be inelfective

for modelling, the bottom shear stress in terms of depth-averaged current is consid¬

ered instead of the surface velocity. For the prediction of a longshore current this

alternative way gives the exactly same result. For that of the undertow, however, this

will give the different result. The bottom shear stress suggested by Longuett-Higgins

is now modified for both cross-shore and longshore directions by

rWjb = pFw\uorb\'j'Cj (7.108)

where Fw can be estimated in terms of Nz introduced in Section 7.3.3,

Fw = 6Nz-?—
1-7

and in terms of wave characteristics,

P V • (KH/k)
47Pl {P ~ Cg/Cgb) (7.109)

When the bottom shear stress given in Eq. (7.108) is applied as a boundary condi¬

tion instead of the surface velocity in the undertow model, three coefficients of the

undertow model, CxU Cx2 and Cx3, are written by

Cxl

Cx2

Cx3

Vc + hfri , =N

2£ d" TBx,tbj
T)c + hp

£z

_ cxl cx2

(7.110)

(7.111)

(7.112)
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Longshore current

Figure 7.5: Vertical profiles of longshore current.
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Figure 7.6: Comparison with experiments presented by Visser (1991).
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Figure 7.7: Combined three-dimensional profiles.
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The result is shown in Figure 7.8-7.9 for the same experimental conditions as

used by Hansen ans Svensen (1984) given in Section 6.3.4. The ‘S.B.C.’ indicates the
full theory obtained by the surface boundary condition, and the ‘B.B.C.’ indicates the

approximate theory obtained by the bottom shear stress with neglecting the advection

term. The full theory was obtained by 7=0.982, the approximate theory by 7=0.978.

The comparison with experiments is still in agreement. Therefore, instead of the

boundary condition given by surface currents, the bottom shear stress is used in the

practical model for the complicated bathymetry, and the advection terms are omitted.

7.4 Quasi-3D Model

The depth-integrated horizontal model is now combined with the vertical theo¬

retical model to a quasi-3D model. This quasi-3D model looks promising since it

provides three-dimensional information at almost the same cost of a two-dimensional
horizontal model although it produces the relatively simple variation of vertical pro¬

file.

7.4.1 Modification of 2D Depth-Integrated Equations

Both from the theoretical solution in simple cases as well as laboratory measure¬

ments, velocity variation with respect to depth may be approximated as the function

of parabola of 2nd order.

uc = Cxlz,2 + Cx2z' + Cx3 (7.113)

uc = Cylz’2 + Cy2z' + Cv3 (7.114)

where C\, C2 and C3 will be determined in the next subsection, and expressed in terms

of Q, H, h + tjc, and Tw. Substituting Eqs. (7.113) and (7.114) into the convective

acceleration terms yields

O2

(h + Vc?
Q*Qy

(h + T)c)2

+ Txx

+ Txy

(h + T]c)

(h + T)c)

(7.115)

(7.116)
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Cross-shore current

Figure 7.8: Vertical profiles of cross-shore current by using bottom shear stress.
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Figure 7.9: Comparison with experiments presented by Hansen and Svensen (1984)
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rj-h v2cdz =
Ql

ih + VcY
+ T,yy (h + tjc) (7.117)

where

/Vc u(
■h

/Vc.kv‘

dz

dz

T =XX

4C-
! , CxXCx

45

T — T =1rj/ — ^i/x —

12

4(7x1^!
^ CxlCyl CxlCy2 Cx-iCy\

45 12 12 12

T =±yy
4^1 a,iC„

(7.118)

(7.119)

(7.120)

(7.121)

(7.122)45 ' 12 6

Substituting into Eq. (7.34) leads to the following x-directional modified momentum

equation:

9Q‘
+ rlir- + (A + ic)r„l + 4-lirr1- + (h +dt dxL h + T]c dy h + T)c

+-
1 dSxx IdS,

+ —
j/x , /1 | \@Vc TWx . TjBx n+ 9Kh + i]c)— + =0

p dx p dy ox p p

The modified momentum equation of y direction from Eq. (7.35)

&Qy . & r QxQy - /» . \rp i - ^ r Qy I (h I n 'IT 1
ST + +(A + ,,c)T"1 + + {h + ’,c)TwI

(7.123)

1 dSV,, 1 dSv drjc TWy TBy+-^ + ±^ + *(* + *)ir- —+ —5=0
p dx p dy dy p p

(7.124)

As noted below, the bottom friction consists of turbulent shear stress and bottom

frictions due to viscous and streaming flows, which can be expressed as

T~B — 7*u>|^or&|U 7'c|uC(ri)|(Ujg)f5 *1* Us¡rm) (7.125)

where the bottom velocity is determined by Eqs. (7.113) and (7.114) according to

the coefficients obtained in the next subsection.

The continuity equation results in the same equation as before.

iw+ h(Q‘+Mx)+|;w»+-0 (7.126)
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7.4.2 Estimation of Integral Coefficients for Vertical Velocity Profile

There are two kinds of shear stress which are handled in this model: 1) radiation

stress due to wave motion and 2) wind shear stress at the water surface induced by

wind velocity. Wind shear stress is usually expressed in terms of wind velocity using

a simple quadratic form.

-y = KWgy/W[+W*
y- = KWyy/wf+W*

(7.127)

(7.128)

The incident waves generate the radiation stress which was obtained in Section

7.2.2. Equation (7.7) is elaborated to obtain the time-averaged equation,

¿ LT^H=- z)lf+T-y -^
The shear stress enforced at surface was assumed to be only wave-and wind-induced,

and the effect of advection terms was neglected. Substituting dr}c/dx given in Eq.

(7.34), the following nondimensional form can be obtained:

vt duCí ,\g dH2 , g dH2icl -r'i 97l'-z\wi]c + h dz'12 (16 dx p + p J 16 dx p

We replace vt by a constant eddy viscosity, ez, assuming that the turbulent motion

originating from the surface wave breaking is uniform over water depth. Integrating
with respect to z' yields

+
T~Wx

(7.129)

u, (z') — Cxlz' + Cx2z' + Cx3 (7.130)

where the coefficients are

G*

CX2

cx3

approximated as

Vc + h j g dH2 twZ
2ez \ 16 dx p p J

T]c + h f g dH2 rñx\
ez \ 16 dx p J

Qx Cx\ Cx2

Tjc -f- h 3 2

(7.131)

(7.132)

(7.133)
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Equation (7.8) is also elaborated to obtain the y-directional time-averaged equa¬

tion of second order,

d r —ta , 0-7 , 9 r rc a t ^ dv^
dy Uz *-wJz + 2*1+ aiU = ~z)aiT+ — ~

When the gradient of mean water level given in Eq. (7.35) is substituted, the following

simple form can be obtained in terms of the bottom shear stress the same for x

direction:

Vt dvc 1 , Í g dH2 rWy TBy) g dH2 rWy
Tjc + hdz' *' 2 \l6 dy p p j 16 dy p

Integrating with respect to z yields

(7.134)

vc(z') = Cylz'2 + Cy2z’ + Cy3 (7.135)

where the coefficients are expressed in terms of wave characteristics and current quan¬

tities resulted from the depth-integrated wave and circulation models;

Cy 1

C*

c*

Vc + h ( g dH2
_ Twy TBy,tb \

2ez \l6 dy p p J
rjc + h f g dH2 Twy)

£z \ 16 dy p j
Qy

_ Cy\ _ Cy2
Vc + h 3 2

(7.136)

(7.137)

(7.138)



CHAPTER 8
NUMERICAL SCHEME AND RESULT OF CIRCULATION MODEL

8.1 Numerical Scheme of Quasi-3D Circulation Model

The governing equations obtained are solved by using a fractional step method
in conjunction with the approximate factorization techniques leading to the implicit
finite difference schemes. Since the time step of an explicit scheme is limited by

the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition, it is advisable to reduce the number

of time steps by use of an implicit scheme. It turns out that the implicit scheme
accelerates the convergence of numerical calculations for the steady-state solutions.

The finite-volume method can yield more accurate and conservative approxima¬

tions than finite difference methods in generalized curvilinear coordinate systems

and avoid problems with metric singularities that are usually associated with finite-

difference methods since the flux integral form of equations is approximated in the

finite volume of each grid cell as shown later. In addition, use of the finite vol¬
ume method seems to allow the most effective implicit scheme even in the advection

and diffusion steps. On a Cartesian grid system employed in the present model,

the method reduces to a central-difference method inside the computational domain

except for the boundary.

We solve the unsteady governing equations written in conservation law form as

al+r^+p)+r/6+^+H=0
dfj dQx dQy dMx dMy _

dt dx dy dx dy

(8.1)

(8.2)
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where
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8.1.1

Q

F

(Qx,Qyf
(Qx , Sxx , rj, QxQy
XJ + T

G =

F =

G =

H =

QxQy , Syx | rp Qy , $yy , rp—+ —+ i;x,T + —+ r,

:dx{ d

yy

4<%>
( d Qx. _2e AA)£vv <*j

Fractional Step Method

r

r

A fractional step method is based on the recognition that the physical phenom¬

ena of water flow are represented by superimposing three individual operations such

as advection, diffusion and propagation as Chorin (1968) pointed out. Therefore,

momentum and continuity equations are divided into the following three elementary

operations;

Advection step: The radiation stress terms as well as the advection term are included

here.

^ + ^ + ^ = 0
dt dx dy

Diffusion step: The effect of lateral mixing is added in this step.

aA + A + A =o
dt dx dy

(8.3)

(8.4)

Propagation step: The propagation step is obtained by combining the remainder of
the momentum equations with the continuity equation. The remaining terms are

composed of the surface and bottom shear stress terms.

dW

dt

m ndw
4- A-z—f- B——

ox dy
+ Z = 0 (8.5)
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where

W

A

B

Z

(Qx,Qy,T]f
( 0

0

V 1
/ 0

0

V o
ftbx rBy

V p ’ p

o

o
0

0

0

1

8.1.2 Finite-Volume Discretization

gd \

:J
0 ^

gd
0

Let Af be the total amount of some property such as mass, momentum and energy

within the system at time t. The equation of each step can be written in integral

form

^ = Qdn+ Í TdS (8.6)at at Jn Jdn

where 0 is a fixed region with boundary <90 and Q represents the conserved quantity

and T is the corresponding flux term. Equation (8.6) is applied to each individual
cell numbered by (i,j) to yield

^ a §¡(Q¡,A»¡.¡) + E(W.) (8.7)
where N is the number of cell faces. The conserved variable Qij and the flow variable

fi j are taken at the center of each cell (i,j) as shown in Figure 8.1, hence the flow
variable at each side Tk is taken as average of the two cell values on either side of

that cell face, for example,

= jW-w + iy) (8.8)
Then, Eq. (8.7) can be expressed in terms of values at the center of grid cell as

^ + 1 m-tj + Ti,j)AS, + (íy-, + JFyJA S2
+(Fm,, + -%)AS3 + + r,,,)AS,i (8.9)
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Figure 8.1: Computational grid of finite volumetric scheme.

On a Cartesian grid system, let ¡A^l and |AS^I reduce to Ax, and |AS'i| and

IAS3I to Ay, then Ail.j reduces to AxAy. Consequently, this yields the central
difference and is second-order accurate in space as

dAf
dt

d 1
—{Qi'jAxAy) -f - [-{Fi-i,j + Fij)Ay - (Fitj-i + Fitj)Ax

+{Fi+u + Ftj)Ay + (Fi,j+i + Fij)Ax\

Let the time rate of Af be zero, then the above equation becomes

d<2,■*,)

dt +2
Ft+i,j F-u

_|_ Fj,j+\ ~h Fjj-i
Ax Ay

= 0 (8.10)

The flux quantity should be given on the boundary as is usually done in the stag¬

gered grid system. Therefore, the flux quantity at the boundary is given, instead
of averaging, as done in Eq. (8.8). Although the grid system employed here is the

Cartesian, the reason why the finite volume method is applied is for 1) preparing for

the curvilinear coordinate system, 2) locating the flux quantities at the grid center to

lead the system of equations to tridigonal matrix form, and 3) preventing the metric

singularities along the boundary.
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8.1.3 Approximate Factorizations

8.1.3.1 Implicit formulation

Discretization of Eq. (8.3) yields

<3«+1/3 - Q¡j + a(D,F + DVG)^'/3 + (1 - a)(D,F + D,G)^ = 0 (8.11)At

where Dx and Dy are the standard central difference operators that approximate

d/dx and d/dy and that are obtained through the finite volume discretization, and a

is a parameter weighting the evaluation of spartial differences between the two time

levels. Let the Jacobian matrices be

. dF
~

dQ
B =

dG

dQ

which can be approximated by assuming that wave characteristics are almost inde¬

pendent to velocity components to give

0
Qjl Qjl

d d ! B
Qjl
d

0

2*

06»

and let the correction be

AQn = Qn+1/3 - Qn ■

Linearization of the scheme may be achieved by approximating Fn+1/3 and Gn+1¡3 by

use of the Taylor series expansions about time level n,

¿m+l/3 w pr^ + XAQ
Gn+1/3 w Gn + BAQ

Substituting into Eq. (8.11) gives

AQl + Ata[Dx{AAQ% + Dy{BAQ%) = -At(DxF + DyG)?j (8.12)

By factoring AQ,

[I + Ata(DxÁ + DyB%)AQl = -At(DxF + DyG% (8.13)
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If a is zero, this form definitely reduces to the explicit type. A linear system of

equations represented by Eq. (8.13) is too expensive and impractical for obtaining a

solution. Therefore, an approximate factorization of the implicit operator is usually

performed, as illustrated later.
Discretization of Eq. (8.4) yields

^ + a(D.F + C.G)”/2'3 + (1 - a)(D,F + D,G)l = 0 (8.14)

Let the Jacobian matrices be

Á = dF_
dQ

which can be approximated by assuming that the total depth is almost independent
to velocity components to give

/ -2exfx{\) 0 )
l ~eya^(l) )1 dy V d >

and let the correction be

-*£(1) \
-2*£(» 1

AQn = Qn+2/3 - Qn

Linearization of the scheme may be achieved by approximating f'n+2/3 and Gn+2/3 by

use of the Taylor series expansions about time level n,

pn+2/3 w pn + ÁAQ

gn+2/3 _ Qn +

Substituting into Eq. (8.14) gives

AQl + Ata[Dx{ÁAQ)l + Dy(BAQ)^] = -At(DxF + DyG% + AQn (8.15)

By factoring AQ,

[I + Ata(DxÁ + DyB)l\AQl = -At(DxF + DyG)"• + AQn (8.16)
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Discretization of Eq. (8.5) yields

W"+1 wn-
V?
n+2/3

At
+ a(ADxW + BDyW)£+1 + (1 - a)(ADxW + BDyW% + % = 0

(8.17)

Let the correction be

awn = wn+1 -r

By factoring AW,

[/ + Ata(A^Dx + B^Dy))AW^ = —At(ADxW + BDyW + Z% + AWn (8.18)

where

aw" = (a&,aq;,o)t
8.1.3.2 ADI factorization

The scheme (8.13) is reduced to the alternating direction implicit (ADI) scheme by a

product of two one-dimensional operators,

[/ + AtaD+ AtaDvB^]AQl = -A t(DxF + D,G)$ (8.19)

which can be inverted in two advanced time levels for one complete application to the

two-dimensional system as

[/ + AtaDIÁ'¡j\AQ'¡j = -At(Dj + DyG)l (8.20)

[/ + AtaD.B^AQ^ = AQ? (8.21)

Each unknown quantity in the left hand side is expressed implicitly at the advanced

time level, and each right hand side is expressed explicitly in terms of known values.
This scheme is unconditionally stable for the linear case if a > 1/2. Expanding Eq.
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(8.20) into x and y components, respectively,

AQ*xn + 2Ata[Dx(^AQx)]*n =
-At D,(% + — + T„) + D,(0& + ^ + T„)

dp dp

A<3™ + Ata[Dx(0¡-AQ, + ~~AQy)]tn =
-At Dx( QxQy , Syx ,Q\ S«

and expanding Eq. (8.21),

d +:f + Tyx) + Dy(f + ^ + Tyy)

Qy ^ , Qx
AQnx+Ata[Dy(^AQx + ^fAQy)]n = AQ'xn

AQ; + 2Afa[D!,(^AC?„)]“ = AQ?

(8.22)

(8.23)

(8.24)

(8.25)

For the diffusion step, the scheme (8.16) is also reduced to the ADI scheme as

[I + AtaD^AQ*? = -At{DxF + DyG)l + AQ^ (8.26)

[I + AtaDyB^AQ^ = AQ'J (8.27)

Expanding Eqs. (8.26) and (8.27),

AQ*xn - Ata[Dx{2exD

At

1AQX' .„n

j )¡

Dx(exDx^) + Dy(eyDy^)
AQx

AQ;n - Ata[Dx(exDy-^ + e,XDX

+aq:

a4)].
At D,(exDx^f) + D„(£vJ3#^)]“ + AÓ;

(8.28)

(8.29)

AQnx-Ata[Dy(eyDy^ + exDx^)]n = AQ
*n

x

AQ” - Aia[D„(2£!1fl,^ji)]n = AQ"

(8.30)

(8.31)

The alternating direction implicit (ADI) scheme is applied to propagation step as

[/ + AtaA~Dx][I + AtaB^Dy]AW.7. = -At{ADxW + BDyW + Z% + AW$8.32)



which can be inverted in two steps as
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[I + AtaAlDx]AW*p = -At(ADxW + BDyW + Z)$ + AW¡¡ (8.33)

[I + AtaB?¡Dx]AW¡j = AW™ (8.34)

Expanding Eqs.(8.33) and (8.34),

AQnx + AtagcTDxAfj™ =

Afj™ + AtaDxAQnx =

—At gdDxr) +
P

-At [DXQX + DyQy]n

+ AQ2

AQy + Atag<FDyAr)n
A fjn + AtaDyAQy

-At

Afj*

gdDyTj + r-^-
p J

+ aq:

(8.35)

(8.36)

(8.37)

(8.38)

8.1.4 Formation to Tridiagonal Matrix

The tridiagonal algorithm is the one direct method that is used widely in solving
difference equations because of its great efficiency. In order to use this algorithm, the
coefficients of the difference equations should form a tridiagonal matrix. The finite
volume method allows each grid point to be posed at the center of the grid cell so as

to give a system of equations that retains the computational advantageous tridiagonal
form for both advection and diffusion steps. For the propagation step, however, the

point of current vector U(«l,ud) is posed at the grid side to allow the tridiagonal
matrix the same as the traditional staggered grid system shown in Figure 8.2.

Discretizations of Eqs. (8.22-8.25) by finite volumes yield

AQF + 2a
At

2Ax

A A A

-(ul&Qx)í-i¿ 4* {{UR ul)AQx)í¿ 4“ (uLAQx)i+hj = D\

(8.39)

AQyn + ot [~(tí£,AQy)i—lj 4* ((ur uz<)AQj/)tj + (uLAQy)i+i¿2Ax
QyD2 - aAt[Dx^fAQx]*
a

(8.40)
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Figure 8.2: Grid system of circulation model.

AQy + 2a2^ -(vD&Qy)i,j-l + ((VU ~ ^d)A(5v).J + (u23^0y)«,i+l] ~ AQy"
(8.41)

AQ: + a-^- [-(wdAQ.Ííj-i + ({vu ~ vd)AQx)íj + (vDAQx)i,j+i2Ax

AQT - aAt[Dy^-AQy]n (8.42)

where

Z), = -At dM + ^ + r„) + D,(^ + % + Try)

Dx(D2 = -At

Ur\íJ = Wili+lJ

vu\i,j = vd\í¿+i

d p

Q-Qv
+ Si. + TyI) + D,$ + ^ + Tyy)
P

d p

Discretizations of Eqs. (8.28-8.31) yield

At

AQr-2^
, AQx\ ti . \AQx^ , ( AQx^
(£l—J-)i-lj - ((£* + £l)—J-)«\i + (£L—J~)i+l,j = D*

At

AQ?-aÁ¿
. AQf/y // . \AQy. / AQy^\
(e¿—-p)i-U - ((£r + sl) )i,j + {£l j ).+i,j

(8.43)
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D4 + aAWx[exDy^Yn
a

(8.44)

At

A(K-2aA¿

AQnx~<*
At

Ax2

(£D~^-)iJ-1 ~ ((£U + £d)~j)iJ + (£C—

i AQX^ a . \AQx\ . AQx.
{£D—j—)ij-1 “ {{£U + eD)—^-)i,i + {£D—j—)i,j+1

Aér + aAíByMv^f5]”

= aq;“

(8.45)

(8.46)

where

Dj — At

D4 = At

£l\íJ = (

D,(c.D¿2z) + D,(eyDy^)J

D,(c,D,9i) + D,(eyDy^f)
+ a<j;

+ A&

'Illj

£r>l*\j =

£fi|.\i = £lI«+iJ

£l/|«J = £o|:'J+l

£yl»,j d~ £yki-i
2

(8.47)

Discretizations of Eqs. (8.35-8.38) yield

AuL + ag^ IVi+U ~ %j]*n = ~At gDxr) +
TBx

pd
+ AÜI

(^r+°s i(“« - “t)«r = -aí +ov»Dr

(8.48)

(8.49)

An£ + ag^ [r7,-j+i - 7?.\jT = “At
/ AV \n , A< j.. \ -in / A^?\*n<T> +«^t(^-»D)«] = (-7)

+ A5B (8.50)

(8.51)

AtH
/Qx\ ,

where
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8.2 Comparison with Gourlay’s Experiments

In order to examine the model capability more comprehensively, this section con¬

siders the complex situation in which all wave phenomena and interaction between
waves and currents are involved. Gourlay (1974) presented the circulation pattern

generated in the lee of a shore-connected breakwater. Unfortunately, this experiment
didn’t represent any three-dimensional patterns. Nevertheless, it corresponds with
the request of this section at this moment. Figure 8.3 shows the physical layout for
the experiment done by Gourlay. A water mass is subjected to the mean surface
shear stress by waves propagating normally at the open boundary. His experiment
was perfomed for a wave height of 9.1 centimeters with a wave period of 1.5 seconds.
The contour lines of measured wave heights and set-ups are shown in Figure 8.4. The

current pattern is presented in Figure 8.5. These experiments were compared with the
model results obtained by Yoo and O’Connor (1986), Gaillard (1988), Winer (1988),
and so on.

The four wave models were consequently coupled to provide the steady wave in¬

formations to the nearshore circulation model. For the numerical computation a grid

size of 10 centimeters was used whereas for the elliptic model the grid size in y-axis is

larger than 10 centimeter so as to avoid numerical instability. In the circulation model,
five parameters are required; the weighting parameter for the numerical scheme, a,

was given as 1, the friction factor, F, as 0.02, the longshore current magnitude coef¬
ficient, as 5.0, the shape factor, 7, as 0.96, and the horizontal mixing coefficients,
ex and Ey were given as 0.016 and 0.02, respectively. In the wave models, mainly two
parameters are required; ratio of wave height to water depth at a breaking point, k

was given as 0.78, and the ¡3 which is employed in the wave breaking model was given
as 1.15 for a slope of 1:10.

The results of wave height in the wave-current interaction field are compared in
meter unit in Figure 8.6, and those of set-up in Figure 8.7. Noteworthy is the difference
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shown in Figures 8.8 and 8.9. For both cases, the small circulation at the right upper

cone appeared in numerical results, whereas the left lower corner circulation couldn’t

be simulated. From Figure 8.10 it becomes obvious that the quasi-three dimensional

model can describe the surface velocity pattern measured by the particle moving with

the residual wave fluctuation. This is useful for environmental applications as in the

case of oil slick transport in the nearshore zone. However, the surface velocity in the

offshore zone, which theoretically doesn’t have any shear stress theoretically, may be

affected by shear stress due to the mass flux near the surface. Figure 8.11 shows the

bottom velocity that affects the sediment transport.
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Figure 8.3: Physical layout of Gourlay’s experiment (1974).
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Figure 8.4: Wave height and set-up contours represented by Gourlay (1974).
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Figure 8.5: Measured current pattern.
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Hyperbolic Model I Elliptic Model I

Elliptic Model II Parabolic Model

Figure 8.6: Comparisons of wave height contours.
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Hyperbolic Model I Elliptic Model I

Elliptic Model II Parabolic Model

Figure 8.7: Comparisons of set-up contours.
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Hyperbolic Model I Elliptic Model I

Figure 8.8: Comparisons of depth-mean current pattern resulted from quasi-3D
model.
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Elliptic Model II Parabolic Model

Figure 8.9: Comparisons of depth-mean current pattern resulted from depth-averaged
model.
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Hyperbolic Model I Elliptic Model I

Elliptic Model II Parabolic Model

Figure 8.10: Comparisons of mean surface current pattern.
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Hyperbolic Model Elliptic Model I

Figure 8.11: Comparisons of bottom current pattern.



CHAPTER 9
CONCLUSION AND FURTHER STUDY

9.1 Conclusion

This dissertation contains four major elements dealing with the topic of modeling

nearshore hydrodynamics: the mathematical formulation, the modeling of wave field

under the influrence of variable depth and current, the modeling of slowly-varying

depth- integrated nearshore circulation and the development of a quasi- three dimen¬
sional surf zone model. All these models are then integrated for numerical application.

The major contributions from this study are summarized as follows:

1) The fundamental kinematic and dynamic governing equations of current-wave
interaction problem are presented. These include the conservation equations of energy,

wave action and intrinsic wave frequency. The wave energy and wave action equations

are found to be somewhat different from the conventional ones. The conservation

equation of intrinsic wave frequency has not been proposed by previous investigators.

Mathematically, it is demonstrated that when waves encounter nonuniform currents

excitation due to interaction could lead to local wave instability. Such phenomena

are often observed near a tidal inlet or harbor entrance.

Unlike the conventional approach, the wave action equation is obtained here from

the surface boundary conditions and is a counter part of dispersion relationship which
is also obtained from the free surface boundary condition. While the dispersion

equation defines the relationship of wave frequency and wave period of the rapid
wave fluctuating motion, the wave action equation imposes a constraint on the slowly

varying motion resulting from the wave-current interaction.

2) The mild-slope wave equation of hyperbolic type handling the combined refraction-
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diffraction effect on steady currents is derived directly through the mechanical energy

conservation equation. Based on this mild-slope equation, five different wave models,

each employing varying degrees of simplifications are presented. Four of these models
have been proposed by previous investigators and one is developed by the author. A

rather comprehensive mutual comparisons are made on their abililities of handling

various interaction aspects including, for instance, the shoaling, the refraction, the

diffraction, the reflection and the wave-current interaction. It appears that all five

models have different merits but also have different limitations. There is no clear cut

superior ones. Selection of model may depend on specific applications.

3) A quasi 3-D surf zone circulation model was developed by a two stage scheme.

First, the wave energy equation and the wave action equation are applied to obtain the

variations of wave height, onshore and longshore surface currents. Vertical circulations
are then established by assuming parabolic profiles that are to satisfy constraints of

boundary conditions and continuity. Analytical solutions are obtained for the plane
beach case. The model presented here requires fewer empirical coeffients than most

of the existing models of simlilar kind. The analytical solutions are then compared
with available laboratory data to define the range of values of the friction coefficient
and the eddy viscosity applicable to surf zones.

4) The depth-integrated continuity and momentum equations are rederived here

through Taylor series expansion. Surface advective terms were added to the mo¬

mentum equations that modifies the conventional radiation stress expressions in a

wave-current coexisting field. The resulting radiation stress was shown to be consis¬
tent with the wave energy conservation equation derived earlier.

5) Finally, the numerical method for solving the integrated quasi-three dimen¬

sional, unsteady, nearshore hydrodynamic model is presented utilizing the fractional

step method in conjunction with the approximate factorization techniques leading to

an implicit scheme. The employment of finite-volume discretization on a staggered
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mesh leads to a set of tridiagonal systems of equations that are easy to solve.
9.2 Further Study

The present model offers features which make it suitable for extension to incor¬

porate more complicated wave-current phenomena, such as unsteady wave-current

excitation, irregular waves, interaction with porous structures, sediment transport,
etc.

The wave-cuurent excitation phenomenon addressed here has no solid prove, thus,

requires further laboratory verification. Although the real wave field is described by
means of a continuous spectrum as opposed to one frequency, the wave equations

employed concern only a specified frequency and assume no change with time.
In this dissertation, the wave models ignored the interaction effect with porous

structure which affects wave damping, and the bed structure is assumed to be fixed.

Recently, the mild slope equation has been improved to predict the wave height of re¬

flected and transmitted waves for porous structure such as gravel beach or sand beach,

submerged breakwater, etc. This approach can also be extended to wave-current in¬
teraction. If the bed consists of movable sediments, the interaction between fluid

and movable bed structure becomes more complicated. However, the decomposition

of the bottom shear stress may offer the advanced approach to sediment transport.

For example, the bar formation may be observed due to the undertow flow if the
suspended load is dominant to the bed load, while the accretion will be observed due
to the streaming velocity if the bed load is dominant.

Recently, the Boussinesq-type theory, which follows the instantaneous surface and
current variations within each wave period, has also been considered to simulate the

surf zone quantities such as breaking wave, currents, etc. Nonlinear wave propaga¬

tion and resulting wave height variations are automatically produced as part of the
calculation procedure. However, this approach can be only obtainable with the aid
of large, high-speed computers.



 



APPENDIX A
WAVE-AVERAGED ENERGY DENSITY

The wave energy density, E, is obtained by substituting the following assumptions:

<f>w(x,z,t) = f(z)A(x,t)ieup

7/w(x,i) = a(x,t)e‘v’
a2 = gk ta,nh k(h + Tjc)

Starting from Eq.(3.31),

E = p J_h^ \(VM2 + (<f>wz)2\ dz + ^pgr¡l + pr)w[Vh<f>c • Vh<f>v,]r,c
Substituting Eq.(3.11),

e=| jT f2dz(vtLy+j f_’k(h?dzTEr+
Using the dispersion relation,

jy
I>y

2dz =

dz =

9
a2 - k2CCg

-hg

Substituting these and Eqs.(3.12) and (3.13),

E [V*(AiV*)]2 +
p{*2 - k2CCg)

2g

+^(ae’^)2 + pae**V,\<f>c ■ Vfc(Aie^)

pCCg
29

[Aie^f

which is approximated as

„ PCCgk2A2 , p{a2 - k2CCg)A‘ , pgaE — : h : r
49 49

2 aA
-(- pVh<f>c ■ k—
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Substituting A=ga/a,

E pgg2
2

+ Vh(f>c • k pga2
2a

Expressing in terms of wave height, H,

_ Pgu tt2

~t*h
where H is defined as twice the wave amplitude, a.



APPENDIX B
WAVE-AVERAGED ENERGY FLUX

The mean wave energy flux, F, is obtained by substituting the following assump¬

tions:

<f>w(x,z,t) = f(z)A(x,t)ie'1’

T]w(x,t) = a(x,t)e'p
cr2 = (¡rfctanh k(h + r¡c)

Starting from Eq.(3.35),

■p [nC V7 1 Ufptu j rv7 ± 0<pw f ^ ^ 0<Pc-\F “ ~pJ.h Vh<i>w dt dz pT)^h<t>c dt + Vh<i>w dt ^
Substituting Eq.(3.11),

•n, _ ¿2J..T-7 1 ^<f>w fV7 1 , ^7 2F — P J ^ f dz^hfiw PVu,[Vh<f>c “1“ * hYW ]
Substituting Eqs.(3.12) and (3.13),

F = -p££lvh(Aie^(Aie*)
-pae^[Vhfa^Aie*) + V*(Aze^)^]

which is approximated as

_ CCgktoA2 _ . coaA d<f>ckaAP = P Tg + - PW—
Substituting A = ga/cr,

F = pg Cg + U-^k
w

uj a

cr 2
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where Cg=Cgk/k, Ü=V^<^C, and <j)ct=d(f>c/dt. Expressing in terms of the mean wave

energy density, E,

F = Cg + Ü
UJ

E



APPENDIX C
GREEN’S IDENTITIES CONSISTENT WITH ENERGY EQUATION

The energy properties are usually proven by means of Green’s identities. It will

be seen that Green’s identities are consistent with the energy equation. In addition,

two scalar functions in Green’s identities will be identified, so as to lead the energy

equation. By using the Bernoulli equation (p<f>t + pq2 /2 + p + pgz = 0) Eq.(3.22)

becomes,

£{',u-f-',v-i|ui}d2=0 (ai)
The integrand can be reduced to

dV
pV dt pXJV

d<j>
[aT] - p!ñv U =

then, Eq.(C.l) becomes

jT + 4,„)iz = 0 (C.2)
By integrating by parts,

/ (ttVfa - (f>zt<!>z)dz = -MzWJ — h

Since = —<f>zz, the above equation becomes Green’s first identity,

f {Mzz + 4>zt^z)dz — <f>t<f>z\lh (C.3)
J ~h

Interchanging <f>t and <f> which are two scalar functions in Green’s first identity and

expunging from Eq.(C.3), Green’s second identity is obtained.

/ (Mzz - <M>uz)dz = [(¡)t(f>2 - <f>4>tz]lh (C.4)J—h
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APPENDIX D
NUMERICAL DIFFERENCE OPERATORS

• *£n =

• x>;n =

• vxii =

V?IL

• £UI =

• 2>:n

• vxxii

(n,+u nt|J)
Ax '

(JUj ~

Ax '

75+tt (n.j-fi n,-,j)
Ay

Hi'j-i)
x>;n = Ay

(n*l-nz?‘j) (ig+u-n^)
2Ax 2Ax '

, TO+i -n?,-) or (nffix-nff1) | (n^-n^.,)
2Ay 2Ay 2Ay 2Ay

(n,+ij n,j) Dfin =
(nt,i+i n,j)

Ax ’ y Ay
(n,+ij — n,-ij ), =

(n«>j+i— n,_i j)
2Ax 2Ay

(n«+l,j — n for n >0
Ax ’

(nt+i,, — n¿,i) for n <0
Ax ’

(n,j+i — n,-j) for n >0
Ay

(n.j+i - n,j) for n <0
Ay

(ni+i,i ~ 2IL-J + n,u) V IT — ^ij+1
Ax2

(nt+1J+i - ni+1J.!) ' (n,j+i — n,j_i)
2Ay 2Ay

Ay2
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